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We, the .!SU Writing Project teacher:fellows of 1996, 
dedicate this anthology to Becky McKay, an advanced.fellow, 
for her hard work and enthusiasm during this, her second year 
in the writing project. Becky is always willing to help in any 
way she can, and has gone "heyond the call of duty" this year, 
helping with each teacher demonstration in some way. She is a 




Eleven teachers from a wide range of educational backgrounds and specialties 
gathered together in July of 1996 at Jacksonville State University for the Summer 
Institute of the JSU Writing Project, During the intensive five-week program, these 
teachers learned about each other, themselves, and their profession. All of these teachers, 
though vastly different, have one thing in common: a white-hot desire to progress in their 
field of expertise. Although some did not consider themselves writers when they arrived 
at the Project, each will hereafter bear the well-deserved title of writer, crafter of words. 











Write some more! 
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Sample Demonstration--"'Would You Like 
to Swing on a Star?': A Careers Unit for K-College" 
Gloria Horton, JSU Writing Project · 89 
Presentation: "Writing ls a Tool for 
Thinking and Leaming" 
Ruth Hooks, Northview High School, Dothan 
Wiregrass Writing Project Alumna 
Luncheon--President's Dining Room 
Lillie Red Riding Hood 
JSU Drama Department 
Stone Center 
Alumni Refresher Day 
"Viva La Difference" 
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Velvet McReynolds, Simmons Middle School, Birmingham 
Samford Writing Project Alumna 
Poetry Workshop 
Susan Methvin, poet 
Jacksonville State University 
Potluck Luncheon 
Sampler Day 
Teacher Demonstration--Wilma Guthrie, 
Hewitt-Trussville Junior High School 
JSU Writing Project '90 
Field trip to the Birmingham Museum of 
Art to see "The Treasures of the First 
Emperor of China" and to the Birmingham 
Civil Rights Museum 
Luncheon at Deborah Prickett's home 
Graduation and Reception 





Great Motivational Exercises for Descriptive, Comparison, and Process Writing 
In my demonstration, I explained how I motivate my students to write good 
essays. Before writing the descriptive essay, students play a game involving writing 
descriptions of people in magazine pictures and sharing them with the class. For the 
comparison/ contrast essay, two different types of candy are handed out, and they find 
three comparisons or contrasts. They must also write a three point thesis statement about 
their pieces of candy. Before the process essay is written, pieces of a specific process are 
passed out, and the students are asked to put the pieces in proper order. I used all of 
these motivational exercises in my demonstration. 
Susan Allred 
Birds of a Feather Flock Together: 
Teaching of Aphorisms 
An aphorism is a short, concise statement expressing a wise or clever perception or 
a general truth. A variety of means makes aphorisms easy to recall. For example, the 
contemporary aphorism "when the going gets tough, the tough get going" contains 
repeated words and contrasting ideas. The repetition of words and sounds adds to the 
stimulation of learning aphorisms. Motivated students will enlarge their vocabularies. 
Students will need to look up words in a thesaurus to find unusual synonyms for the 
words in the aphorism or proverb. The writing of one's own proverbs, or the paraphrasing 
of others,' is a short but stimulating writing lesson. Using the synonyms of the words 
within the quotation, students can rewrite the aphorism or proverb as a "Witty Word 
Bumper Sticker" to be displayed in the classroom. Other activities incorporated in the 
teaching of aphorisms and proverbs could involve the construction of a bulletin board, the 
solving of word puzzles, and the writing of short stories. Writing the short story can 
involve the exploration of the moral within the aphorism or proverb. Quotes often capture 
the students' hearts when they are allowed to study, analyze, and research. The study of 
aphorisms allows the apprehensive writer an opportunity to participate in writing without 
feeling threatened. 
Holden, Marjorie H. and Mimi Warshaw. "A Bird in the Hand and a Bird in the Bush: 








Real language writing is an integral part of the teaching of deaf or hard-of-hearing 
students. The purpose of my demonstration is to share my deaf awareness knowledge with 
the group and to demonstrate successful writing activities with the group. Participants 
take actual lipreading and hearing tests to facilitate their deaf awareness. Information on 
classroom adaptations and the use of interpreters is also shared with the group. By nature, 
the instruction of the deaf or hard-of-hearing student should be, whenever possible, 
tactilely and visually oriented. In the "Mystery Writing" activity, a descriptive paragraph is 
written about an object in an opaque bag. Students are allowed to touch but not see the 
item. They then brainstorm and write about the mystery item. An attitude math problem is 
the concluding activity for the demonstration. 
Dondra Casey 
Child's Play: Using Children's Literature to Spark Adolescent Writing 
An effective way to encourage adolescents to write is to engage them intellectually 
and emotionally. By drawing on past experience with familiar children's literature, 
teachers can challenge their students to write creatively using such books as The Cat in 
the Hat, The T/,ree Little Pigs, and T/,e True Story <if the T/,ree Little Pigs as models. 
Isolating point of view for students is much easier when students are familiar with the 
story on which they are working. The activity involved rewriting The Cat in the Hat by 
Dr. Seuss from the Cat's point of view as the innocent victim of unsupervised children. 
This method enables students to work with point of view in a meaningful and entertaining 
context. 
Kathrin Hand 
Come Write a Note With Me: 
Using Music to Teach the Comparison/Contrast Paper 
Students are introduced to the meanings of the terms comparison and contrast. 
Students then must find the similarities and differences in two types of clothing, one piece 
from the 'Sixties Era and one from the present. The students listen to two songs, one from 
the 'Sixties and one a more recent release. The students form pairs, and they formulate an 
essay discussing the differences and the similarities of the two songs. A visual aid must 
also be created that illustrates the meaning of the two songs. When the assignment is 
completed, the students present their essays and visual creations to the class. 
Leslie Pitchford Hodges 
Shoes, Shoes, Shoes 
Demonstration Summaries 
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First grade teachers have a limited amount of time to create a miracle. The year 
races by quickly, and the teacher must teach multiple skills in as concise a way as possible. 
To give the student maximum reading and writing time, looping and dovetailing the 
teaching of many different subjects will get the job accomplished. This lesson is 
introduced with Shoesfrom Grandpa by Mem Fox. Following the reading, brainstorming 
descriptive words helps to develop a list of usable words for a creative writing about shoe 
memories. Models of various shoe-related themes are shared during a mini-lesson. 
Students choose a pair of real shoes and write anything that they choose. After a sharing 
time, the writings are displayed. 
Using this type of lesson adds strength to my literacy program because it 
incorporates the writing process, models writing in a mini-lesson, and presents vocabulary 
development and language practice through writing and sharing. 
Becky McKay 
Persuasive Writing and Television Commercials 
"Persuasive Writing and Television Commercials" is a great cooperative learning 
exercise that allows the students to practice persuasive writing. With this exercise, the 
students will put into practice what they have learned about the writing process and 
persuasive writing and have fun. Each group must problem solve, brainstorm, draft, 
revise, edit, and publish their work. 
Divide the class into cooperative learning groups using any method that randomly 
assigns students. Tell the students to pick one index card from each of three stacks. 
Using the information on the cards, students will work together to write a script of a 
commercial for a certain gift-giving occasion. (On one set of cards are teacher-created 
product names. Another stack has names of the secondary audience. The last stack 
contains names of holidays and special occasions.) The students may create any art work 
or props necessary to enhance their commercial. The finished product should last one 




Nurturing a Frolicsome Imagination: 
Language Play Can Last Forever 
It is important that students learn to play with language without always having to 
be concerned about grades. All students are creative, and this is an enjoyment that can 
last a lifetime. This presentation offers sixteen writing activities; most activities can be 
adapted for any grade level. All the activities are meant to be fun! Students have the 
opportunity to work in groups and share their writings. Research shows that what 
students truly learn they teach themselves. These activities offer an excellent opportunity 
for students to learn independently, not deliberately. This is the learning that can last 
forever. 
Deborah Prickett 
Using Fables to Teach Critical Thinking 
This lesson demonstrated how the use of fables promotes critical thinking. We 
began by discussing the importance of teaching fables to students of every age. Aesop's 
fable entitled "The Three Sons" was viewed and discussed. Next, the class was divided 
into three groups using a singing method in which each person sang the words of a tune 
that had been placed on the back of their chairs before the demonstration began. The 
groups worked together to produce their own fable, made masks, and then presented the 
finished product to the rest of the class. Photos were taken of each participant in costume. 
Kelli Souder 
'One Little, Two Little, Three Little Indians .. .' 
Using Writing in The Teaching of Native American History 
There are many creative ways to employ writing in the teaching of Native 
American history. The class was divided up into different groups and asked to come up 
with a tribal name for their group. After coming up with a tribal name for their group, 
they were asked to pair off and come up with names for each other. Everyone got to be a 
chief for the day. After the groups had named the tribe and one another, they were asked 
to trade with other tribes for materials for making a headband. With the completion of the 
headbands, groups competed with one another in a game of Scattergories. Scattergories 
helped the students to bring what they knew about Native Americans to the surface. The 
demonstration concluded with the students writing a totem pole poem, a headband haiku, 




The Teachable Moment: Hurricanes 
The teachable moment comes in a wide variety of forms. Some are not as easily 
distinguished as others. Realizing how valuable these moments are, being prepared is 
essential. During the 1995-96 school year such a moment occurred. The students' 
questions about Hurricane Opal afforded the opportunity to guide students to discover 
and to satisfy their thirst for answers. An integrated approach to reading resulted in books 
filled with facts about hurricanes. Information and experiences were shared. Knowledge 
was gained through the wide variety of books, filmstrips, songs, and hands-on experiences 










Seeking, Praying, Waiting 
Christian, Mother--Friend, Teacher 
Laughing, Loving, Learning 
Happy, Fulfilled 




came when our hearts were broken 
not knowing the seething turmoil below 
and neither did 
We 
who sat silent, judging, comparing 
instead of welcoming, loving, trusting 
but couldn't because our dreams were shattered. 
You 
tried to mend us, help us, embrace us 
preached with excitement, boldness, faith 
praying, seeking, wanting to renew us while 
We 
barely uttered "Amen" or murmured "Praise the Lord" 
expecting you to bring Him to us and give Him all the Glory 
letting the Devil feed our wounded souls. 
You 
deserve an inflamed army 
willing to give of itself to you and the Lord 
to join in His praise--His exaltation. 
We 
need to pray for strength to overcome 
the burdens of this world 
and learn to believe once more in His unwavering Love. 
You and We 
keeping our eyes on Him 
can rebuild the crumbled walls 
and become again the spirit filled, altar filled, 
aisle running, hand raising, praise shouting congregation 
God so truly loves 






As soon as I got on the highway headed to Grandaddy's house, I pressed the 
button and put down the windows. Even though it was the middle of July and scorching 
hot outside, I had to feel the hot humid air on my face. Never do I ride without the ale on, 
but the trip to visit Grandaddy is the one exception. I think it's just habit. When I was a 
little girl, Momma and Daddy's old Pinto didn't have any air, and I rode the many miles 
with my arms or head out the window, sometimes even both. I loved breathing the fresh, 
moist, Alabama wind as it blew by the car. I sometimes still do, and that's probably why 
the windows come down as soon as I hit the interstate. 
The third week of July is my time with Grandaddy. Since I was old enough to 
walk, I would go to his farm outside of Montgomery and have the time ofmy life. Over 
the years, I have gone for many reasons--to play, escape, find solace, solve problems, and, 
in recent years, return to my childhood. The motives change from year to year, but one 
thing stays the same. I always go alone. No brothers or sisters. No husband or children. 
Just Grandaddy and me. Our time. 
The scent of freshly mowed hay greeted me as I turned off the interstate. Daddy 
and Momma never appreciated the life that Grandaddy lives. Daddy grew up wanting "to 
get off that damn farm," as he always said, and never came back once he did. I grew up 
in Montgomery and would have given just about anything to live with Grandaddy on his 
farm. I saw him sitting on the front porch as I pulled up into the circular driveway in front 
of the weathered, green shuttered, old house. I parked my car under one of the massive 
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magnolia trees that shaded the front of the house. Before I could gather up my purse and 
bag, Grandaddy was already opening the car door. I got out, and immediately he grabbed 
me up in a heartwarming hug. I love being embraced by him and burying my face in his 
chest. Grandaddy smells like the earth he works in, all warm and comforting. 
Walking into the house, I could smell that lunch was ready. The odor of fresh 
homemade biscuits, corn cut off the cob, fried okra, and green beans simmering alongside 
big chunks of bacon greeted me at the kitchen door, and I realized I was starving. 
Grandaddy loaded up my plate and poured me a big, icy glass of sweet tea. The cold 
lemony tea felt so good on my dry throat, and I told him all about what the family had 
been up to. I dug into my food and listened to him tell me what had been going on at the 
farm. Closing my eyes, I savored the moment. It could have been one from any of the 
many lunches we've shared over the years. I never got bored listening to Grandaddy tell 
of daily life on the farm. In fact, the farm's regular routine was what I missed most when I 
returned home. 
After lunch, Grandaddy decided to take a nap, and I told him I was going for a 
walk. My afternoon wanderings were one of the reasons I loved to come here. As a 
child, I would often end up in the creek playing and splashing; then, as an introverted 
teenager, I would hide away in the top of the huge oak tree beside the barn. No matter 
what I was searching for, the answer always seemed to be somewhere on the farm. That 
day I was trying to find some part of me that was missing and went looking for something 
to renew me, touch me, set me on fire again. I felt as though I was only treading water in 
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my life and wanted to swim into the deeper water but didn't know how. Everything and 
everyone around me was moving forward. Everyone, that was, except for Grandaddy. 
hoped he could help me find my way as he did when I was small. 
I walked to the garden and breathed in the sharp scent of ripening tomatoes. 
Picking a juicy red one off the vine, I thought about how the garden gets smaller every 
year. Grandaddy used to grow enough to sell at a stand in town, and I remembered 
helping him pick the vegetables to take. I would bend down, thump a watermelon, and 
readily announce to Grandaddy if! had found a ripe one. He would come over, thump it 
himself, and most times congratulate me for picking a good one. He would always build 
me up and never said a harsh word to me. His valuable lessons about gardening somehow 
overlapped with lessons about life. Looking down the rows, I noticed a few weeds that 
Grandaddy missed. He didn't see as well as he used to, so I kneeled down and pulled them 
out. 
Wandering through the overgrown fields, I spent the afternoon deep in thought. 
trod the well-used paths I had made over the years, hoping that one of them would lead 
me to the place I was searching for. I had no idea what was missing out from my life, only 
that something was. Grandaddy was working on his tractor when I came back by the 
garden. He reminded me that we were going to church and told me to go wash up for 
supper. I couldn't wait for the service. Going to church with Grandaddy had always been 
a special event. 
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After a cold supper of yesterday's cornbread, bucketsteak, and my fresh picked 
tomato, Grandaddy insisted on driving us to church in his old, battered truck. It looked 
sad and worn out sitting under the lean-to next to the barn, and I remembered when it was 
a bright blue beauty carrying me all around the farm. The cushioned bench seat felt 
comfortably familiar, making me glad I didn't insist on driving my car. The small Holiness 
church sat on its grassy knoll a few miles from the farm. While driving there, Grandaddy 
told me revival had started that week, and Brother T.J. Smith was preaching. 
Brother T.J. was an old timey preacher who believed in snake handling and 
brought his rattlers every six months or so to Grandaddy's church. The congregation 
believed in the power of the snakes but only got to practice their belief a few times a year. 
When I was five years old, Momma and Daddy suddenly refused to let me come visit 
during revival week, claiming it went against their stalwart Baptist beliefs. I still find this 
amusing since both of them grew up attending that church and were even married there. 
Somehow between the farm and Montgomery, Momma and Daddy lost their snake 
handling roots and found the sternness of the Baptists. Grandaddy eventually pitched a 
holy fit, and they let me go again during my regular third week in July. 
Pulling up at the church, we heard the music straining through the thin walls of the 
church, pushing to get out. Key pounding strains of "I'll Fly Away" engulfed us as we 
opened the doors. I nodded to the people I knew and quickly took my usual seat in the 
last row. Grandaddy, of course, sat up front. The tiny, birdlike pianist made her fingers 




my hands began to clap. Brother T.J. started preaching while the music lifted my weary 
soul. Before the last notes of "The Day of Pentecost" were played, I saw the elder men of 
the church and Grandaddy lift a huge wooden box onto the altar. Brother T.J. was 
preaching in a frenzy with sweat pouring down his face. Buddy Edwards was the first one 
to reach in, lift out a snake, and begin dancing in circles. 
This was my favorite part. I loved to watch Grandaddy handle a snake. As a little 
girl, watching him frightened me. As I grew older, he explained more to me about what 
handling the snake meant. Handling one while tilled with the Holy Spirit was a gift from 
God. "The Lord will let you know when it's your turn," he would always tell me. Never, 
though, was I tempted, nor asked by the Lord, to pick one up. Watching was fine for me. 
Grandaddy picked up the biggest rattler in the box and moved around the room speaking 
in tongues. I am always amazed to see the big, strong, quiet man I know as my 
Grandaddy become a man on fire for God. 
The heat of the room and the electricity in the air made me sway back and forth on 
my feet. All of a sudden, I felt as though God reached down and touched me with his own 
hand. From the back of the church, I could see Grandaddy moving towards me with the 
snake still in his grasp. The heavenly hand touching me pushed me out from behind my 
pew and down the aisle towards him. My body tingled as he walked closer to me. He 
stretched out his arms in front of me and nodded his head yes. The tingling grew into 
sparks as I reached out and took the snake from Grandaddy. Instantly, I was on fire, 
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dancing around the back of the church, singing and praying in a language my mind didn't 
know. I felt my dry, thirsty soul being quenched and all my questions being answered. 
I don't know how long I handled the snake or what happened after that. The next 
thing I knew, people were hugging me and telling me how they saw the Holy Ghost fill me 
that night. Grandaddy had returned to his usual self, and we rode home together in 
comfortable silence. Before we walked into the house, he told me how he knew I needed 
to conquer the snake, just as I had to conquer my doubts and fears. "God touched you 
tonight," he told me, pulling me into one of his warm embraces, and I truly believe He did. 
Rain began falling softly as I crawled into the same bed I had slept in all my life 
and under the quilt Mawmaw had made before she died. Hearing the comforting sound of 
the rain ping pinging on the tin roof, I prayed and thanked God for my Grandaddy, for 
setting me on fire again, and for renewing His spirit in my life. 
During the rest of my week, I splashed in the creek and even climbed the old oak 
tree beside the barn. I returned to my childhood and relished every moment I spent with 
Grandaddy on his rich, life restoring farm. I have never handled a snake since then and 
probably never will, but I know that in that rural Holiness church, God, in His everlasting 





Caring, Exciting, Interesting 
Mother, Teacher--Daughter, Student 






My back was killing me! I strained my back as a result of twisting too quickly 
from one of the students' desks when helping another student with an assignment. Now 
the spasms were almost unbearable. How could I possibly attend the last football game 
and watch Amanda, my oldest daughter, march with the school band? Since this was her 
senior year, she would not have another opportunity to march. I simply could not stand 
the thoughts of not seeing her participate in the last performance of"Phantom" during 
halftime, but how in the world could I stand to sit on those hard concrete bleachers? My 
daughter expected to see me in the crowd with the other seniors' parents. Although the 
searing pain was still shooting through my back, I could not allow the pain to cause my 
absence at the football game. Remembering I am not only woman, teacher, mother, but 
wife, a thought crossed my mind to call my, hopefully, understanding husband during the 
next break between classes. I would beg him, if necessary, to call our family physician for 
some sort of medication that would enable me to endure the pain and attend the game. 
The bell rang. I headed toward the office to make that all-important call to my 
sweet husband. I knew he would want to help me: he hated going to the out-town-games 
by himself I beseeched him to call the doctor for DRUGS to reduce or, even better, stop 
the now miserable, uncontrollable muscle spasms running up and down my back. After 
hanging up the phone, I clutched two red and white capsules of Tylenol in my hand as I 
headed toward the water fountain outside my classroom. When I returned to class, most 
Bryant 
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of the students had been warned about my personality transformation from calm to frantic 
and ill teacher. Stubbornly, I determined to withstand the pain until three o'clock that 
afternoon. With the help of more Tylenol and prayer, I was able to get through my classes 
and the last, wild pep rally of the football season. I could have screamed "Hallelujah" when 
the last bell rang! 
When I walked through the back door of the house, I saw my husband standing by 
the kitchen sink with a glass of water in one hand and a green pill the size of a small 
marble in his other hand. "Take this and go lie down until four-thirty, and then we will see 
about going to the game." John ordered. 
I would not think of arguing; however, I did inquire about the medication just 
taken. 
John simply explained, "It's a muscle relaxer, and later tonight, before going to 
bed, you will need to take the pain medication." 
The muscle relaxer did the trick, making it possible to sit on the concrete bleachers 
for several hours with the other parents as we watched our senior band members march 
across the field for the last time. I was extremely proud of my daughter and thankful to 
have been among the many band, not to mention football, fans at the game. My back felt 
much better. 
II 
The Saturday morning sun came shining through the curtains of my bedroom, and 





chores that needed my attention. At the very moment I shifted my feet toward the floor, I 
could feel my back muscles tighten with pain. The pain shot up my back, causing me to 
cringe. I began thinking my back was going to shatter into a hundred pieces. The 
medication for pain had done the trick the night before, allowing me to rest, but now the 
pain was back after an absence of eight hours. John responded to my agony with the 
suggestion that I rest by staying in bed. He argued that if I did not rest my back over the 
weekend, a possibility existed that I might miss school on Monday. 
I spent Saturday morning in bed working on lesson plans for next week's classes 
and grading a few tenth grade vocabulary tests, although my determined efforts to be a 
productive person were ambushed by the frequent medicated afternoon catnaps. When 
darkness encroached on the daylight, I knew I still had a back because the pain had 
localized there! Uncomfortable, yes! Sleepy, no! Later, I took the muscle relaxer and the 
pain medication together. Prior to this time, I had not taken both medications at the same 
time. Sleep clouded my eyes as the pain medication deadened the pain. 
Ill 
The ringing of the front doorbell caused me to waken. Looking at the clock by the 
bed and seeing that it was one in the morning, I deducted the ringing of the doorbell was 
an indication that our front lawn was being trashed with toilet paper by some of my 
students or my daughters' friends. I could imagine the paper draping down from the tall 
trees in the front yard. "John, wake up and go to the door," I ordered. (Really, I was not 





the front door in the dead of night.) John got up from our bed and walked around the 
kingsize mattress. He pulled on his long trousers while looking for his glasses. Putting his 
glasses on, he walked through the bedroom door and down the stairs to the front foyer. I 
could hear the door open and the sound of scuffling. The sound resembled the noise of 
our Irish setter trying to get past John's strong, long legs to get in the house, Sleepily, I 
awaited John's return from downstairs. Several minutes passed, and he had not returned 
to bed. Curiosity was getting the best of me as I moved from the bed to the top of the 
stairs. I stood there calling John's name several times. No answer! I quietly crept down 
the steps, stood on the landing of the stairs, and called his name. Still no response! 
Slowly, continuing down the stairs to the front foyer, I found the front door locked, but 
the foyer lights on. I walked through the downstairs calling John's name, Having walked 
to the back door, I started to reach for the doorknob when a loud voice within my mind 
began shouting, "Do not open that door!" I stood at the door asking myself, "Where in 
the world is John, and what happened at the front door?" The foeling of panic flooded all 
my senses! Reaching for the phone, my only thought was to get help. I punched in the 
numbers 9- 1-1. 
The emergency operator answered my call with a calm, reassuring voice and asked 
that I confirm my name and address. The operator inquired about the circumstances of my 
call. After hearing my story, she informed me a patrol car would be at my address in a 
matter of minutes and asked that I try to stay calm. She questioned if! was alone in the 
house. I informed her that my oldest daughter was asleep upstairs. Being cautioned not 
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to hang up the phone until the patrol officer arrived, I was instructed to wake my daughter 
and have her come downstairs to be with me. With phone in hand, I walked to the foot of 
the stairs and stepped up to the landing directly under Amanda's bedroom. Remembering 
Amanda to be an extremely sound sleeper and knowing she had recently slept through 
several severe thunderstorms, I began to scream to top of my lungs to rouse her from a 
deep sleep. Finally, I heard the sound of feet hitting the floor and the creak of the bedroom 
door opening. The inner voice ofmy mind screamed, "Oh, no! It can't be!" The 
opening door was my bedroom door, and out in the upstairs hall at the top of the stairs 
stumbled John, my missing husband, in his boxer shorts and without his glasses. He stood 
there totally confused, not having a clue as to why I was on the phone and screaming for 
Amanda at one-thirty in the morning. 
"WHAT IN THE HELL IS GOING ON?" John screamed. 
Very calmly, I spoke into the receiver of the phone to the emergency operator, 
telling her that John was home and everything seemed all right. At that point, the phone 
fell from my hand to the floor. I ran up the stairs, crawled into bed, pulled the sheets over 
my head, and began to cry hysterically in the manner of an half-witted, embarrassed 
middle-aged woman. 
John came into the bedroom after hanging the kitchen phone's receiver on the wall. 
He was truly confused. Before he could utter a word, I suggested that he might consider 
going to the front door. 
John argued, "Ann, no one is at the door!" 
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I was trying to break the news that the police would be at the door, but John--bless 
his heart--could not understand what was going on because I could not explain anything 
without bursting into tears. Just then, the front doorbell began ringing. 
Bewildered, John looked at me and asked, "Who is at the door?" 
In the wake of blowing my nose, I sniveled, "The police are responding to the 911 
call." 
"What! Why did you call 911, Ann?" 
Responding with embarrassment, I acknowledged, "John, I reported you missing 
tonight, when you didn't come back to bed after answering the doorbell at one o'clock this 
morning." 
Still perplexed, John explained, "Except for just a moment ago, when you scared 
me to death screaming for Amanda who, by the way, is still asleep, I haven't been out of 
the bed. John then turned to go answer the ringing doorbell. I heard him grumbling, "I 
haven't been anywhere! Now I have to explain to the police that I wasn't missing, but my 
wife called 911 and reported me missing because she was dreaming under the influence." 
After talking with the police, John returned upstairs wanting to hear the entire story from 
beginning to end. He listened very patiently as I struggled to recount the events of the 
night. After hearing the whole story, my sweet husband kept promising me that I had 
dreamed the whole incident; furthermore, my medication was probably the reason for my 
sleepwalking. Once more, tears filled my eyes. John kept telling me everything was all 











Through my tormented tears, I tried to explain that some of my students have 
police radio scanners and listen to them faithfully; they will know about the 91 I call and 
assume I have gone crazy. 
Again, John reassured me no students would be listening to the police scanner, 
especially at one-thirty on a Sunday morning. The last word of his statement had not been 
thoroughly pronounced when the phone began ringing. We both looked at each other, and 
John asked, "Who could that be?" 
"No, everything is fine; no, Mrs. Bryant is fine, too; and yes, thank you for your 
concern," John responded to the caller's questions. Hanging the phone up, my all-
knowing husband whispered, "Your s111de111." 
Dropping my head into my hands, I thought to myself, "This isn't happening. Could 














Never Having Had A Son 
Looking through the pages of the past yearbooks 
I glance at the faces and notice how they have changed 
Graduation days have come and gone for many 
But I will always remember the boys of the classes of'95-96 
Some faces I see almost daily 
Living in the same neighborhood makes it handy 
Hearing from others on different occasions 
While one will only be a memory 
Never having had a son, I didn't know what to expect 
The boys who made up my classes that first year 
Could have hated my guts and driven me nuts 
They had the ability and personality 
To make a new teacher ponder plans for retiring 
Tall and short boys 
Skinny and really fat guys 
Contact lenses began to replace older glass lenses 
Falling in love with some upper-class WOMEN 
Never having had a son, what were boys like these days 
Driving around town and cruising Broad Street 
Were the topics of the guys in Friday's classes 
Falling out of love with upper-class WOMEN 
Some hating me while others tolerated me 
Because of friendships formed with my daughters 
The first year was far from a fun experience 
Calvin and Nancy taught me to endure 
"No pain, no gain," were the words that echoed in my ear 
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Never having had a son, I began to appreciate these young MEN 
It wasn't long until the varying talents 
Of that group of young men became apparent 
Under noticeable degrees with different temperaments 
Some were hard working and others rather lazy 
Many dreaming of athletic awards 
And one wanting to paint for a living 
One chewing gum so I wouldn't smell tobacco on his breath 






Never having had a son, I observed boys turn into MEN 
A few clowning around 
Many studying physiology at my kitchen table way into the night 
Others came to practice for the graduation exam 
Two plus two traveled to London with the tour 
Those were the four that taught me to play poker and let me win 
I will never forget the boys that started teaching with me 
Yes! They taught me to love being a teacher 
Allowing me the opportunity to share learning 














Loving, Nurturing, Trusting 
Wife, Mother--Grandmother, Teacher 










On those days when my back aches from dragging around gigantic pencils and 
numerous other writing prompts, I'm reminded of Phil. Phil is a prelingually deaf young 
man; he was in my developmental English class eight years earlier and had dropped by my 
office. Well, Phil didn't even ask how I was doing or any of the other usual polite 
salutations. His first comment was, "Do you still have your gargantuan pencil?" 
Stepping back in amazement, I was shocked that my former student had pulled that 
"fifty dollar word" out of his memory bank. Whoa I What did we have here? Transferral 
of classroom learning to everyday life? Needless to say, I was a "happy camper" that day. 
As a beginning teacher at Georgia School for the Deaf, I received a great piece of 
advice from my supervising teacher, Katherine Casey. I still remember her wise words, 
"You must make language come alive for these deaf students. It's your responsibility to 
make English real for them." 
It's been twenty-six years since Miss Casey shared her wisdom with me, and my 
goal is still to make language "come alive." 
Whether we call this method of teaching process writing, whole language, 
workshop, or real language is not important. What is important is that we teach students 





A name well chosen--JEWELL 
Not one L but two 
Your name typifies you 
Mother, friend--love without end 
In the home, in the community 
Advisor if asked 
Counselor when needed 











Every Mother's Nightmare 
Casey 
30 
Sitting at my sewing machine, I hear the piercing howls of my quartet of dogs -- an 
ambulance will soon be passing by. The howls persist as emergency vehicles continue to 
travel down the highway which is only a short walk from my home. I stop my sewing and 
listen. There must have been a serious accident with that much noise in the neighborhood. 
I return to Karoline's graduation dress. I'll finish it this afternoon; her graduation is next 
weekend. 
The phone rings. "Your daughter's been in an accident. She's being taken to 
Floyd Medical Center." 
Karoline (my youngest daughter) and I jump into my trusty Dodge and speed off 
toward Rome with the memory of the dogs' howling stored in the back pocket of my 
mind. Karoline drives as we reassure each other, trying desperately to believe our own 
words as we support each other on the journey to the hospital. Cars, people, flashing 
lights, police officers, a wrecker--oh, no--my daughter's truck, upside down, cab 
collapsed, lonely lounge chair, Kari's cup, Bree's sock--no longer safe inside the truck--all 
strewn on the wet, muddy field. My heart stops. "Please, Officer, that's my child's 
vehicle"--somehow I'm able to pull the aching question out ofmy heart--"Is my child 
alive?" I'm thanking God that Bree, our granddaughter, is with her great grandmother 
and not in the wreckage before our eyes. Oh <Jod, what about Kari? 
"She's on the way to the hospital," the police officer says. "Her injuries 'appear' 




Thank you, sir. Please, 110 more q11estions. I must get to my daughter. "No, I 
don't know her birthdate." Karoline, help me. I'm helpless. Where has my brain gone? 
I can 'I think! Get 0111 of the way, people, I have to get to my child. It's only ten miles. 
Why does it/eel like a hundred? Drive/aster, Karoline. No, slow down! We 'II have a 
wreck, too. Oh. God, please let my child he alive. The police officer was telling the 
tn1th; Kari is alive, just minor injuries, she 'II he fine -- lies, lies shouts my heart. Get 0111 
of our way, people. We've got to get to the ho.171ital. Don'/ you know? 
Finally, we're here! Hurry! Hurry! "My daughter was in an accident; please take 
me to her." 
"Your daughter's not here." She's lying! It's just a simple mix-11p. "You beat 
the ambulance here. She'll be here soon." 
I pace the floor. Make a few phone calls. Where is my daughter? The "lying" 
nurse consents to take me to the only female wreck victim in her "kingdom" just to pacify 
me and assure me that my daughter's not here. She's just stalling for lime. I know my 
child is dead. Oh, God, what should I do? Talk to me, head. Shut up, heart. Kari is 
fine! 
Karoline and I numbly follow the lady in white to the last examination room. A 








"Mystery Writing" is a writing prompt that I use often in my classroom. It's a fun 
way to encourage collaboration among the students. Students are randomly grouped and 
given a sealed bag which contains a "mystery" item. They are only allowed to use their 
sense of touch as they examine the bag--no peeking allowed. Students brainstorm in their 
groups about the bag's contents. The challenge of this activity occurs when students are 
forced to "sell" their guess to their peers in the group. 
This activity, therefore, requires cooperation according to Jeff Golub in Focus on 
Collaborative Leaming: 
The word cooperation means to act jointly, to concur; in other words, the 
individuals involved come to some kind of agreement. However, it is 
probable that a certain amount of dissension will have preceded 
consensus ... Cooperative learning is thus a deliberate attempt to take 
advantage of differing perspectives through the interaction of individuals 
and their ideas in a reciprocal or alternating action. 
Cooperation is a key word in this activity. 
Each group creates a descriptive paragraph about their mysterious item. The 
paragraphs are written on posters with illustrations and/or decorations, and then shared 
with the class. By this time, everyone is anxious to open the bags to verify the guesses. 
This part of the activity makes me think of gift opening on Christmas Eve--it is exciting to 
see the contents revealed. And in the words of Dana Herreman, "None ofus is as smart as 
all ofus." (Golub 50) 
Reference: 
Golub, Jeff. Focus on Collaborative Leaming. Urbana: National Council of Teachers of 
English, 1988. 




Unexpected gift from Heaven 
You opened a long closed door 
That we feared had been 
Soundly shut forevermore, 
Chubby arms embrace me 
And across your pixie face 
Fall wisps of sun-kissed curls 
Draped in ribbons and lace, 
Squeals in the pool 
Hugs in the night 
Good morning kisses 
Make me feel so right 
Picnics in the park 
Down by the stream 
Rides in our "bug" 
Could this be a dream? 
Fingers held tight 
In the "I love you" sign 
Remind me again 











', ··--..... -------- ·-···---------··-·· 
Kathrin 
Spunky, Concerned 
Aspiring, Outgoing, Exacting 
Thought, Emotion--Love, Knowledge 






The Tao of! 
A Rook, a Grail, a Beacon in the dark unfolding 
To myths and folktales now exploding 
A hallowed emptiness of Native Plains 
And so begin the seasonal rains 
A glimmer for faithless few, embracing the gossamer dew 
For, morning, noon, and night, a guileless bird takes flight 
A Rook, a talisman, a sign for hope 
Whose wings like a morning glory's ope 
A second springs his lifeblood forth 
And by instinct only is he drawn north 
His petals do but flash and fade, and fall to night in glory's shade 
As dusk takes the land, man and beast join hand to hand 
A Grail for pagan's proof of higher deeds 
A time when God to Man the warning heeds 
A moment in space when man upheld the higher things 
Rather than chase each other in imperfect rings 
A circle of flawless gold, a thing of beauty to gaze upon, to hold 
A symbol of perfection's quest, a fleeting instant when man did his best 
A holy flame blazing in the sky 
Auburn tufts of smoke light the sacred night 
The brightly clad shaman begins the solemn prayers 
Weaving tears and thanks and pleas for mercy in layers 
His stormy cries are tapestry of mirth, entwining joy, sorrow, death, and birth 
This holy man sings a rite of sorrow, for he feels grief for the morrow 
Madman, healer, scientist, believer, call him god, call him priest 
But welcome him home to this sacred feast 
For he knows the time when the man and nature walked arm in arm 
And together they felt the earth's fierce alarm 
Gone is the soothsayer, begging for blessings in the wild one's lair 
Forever is lost the ancient awe at lambs protected by a lion's paw 
And gone are the days when man was bound unmercifully to land 
When God and man could walk in life heart to hand 
And through science man cannot better lead 
Still he searches for greatness in the mustard seed 
He cannot entice the glory to ope, for he has lost all thread of hope 






Quotable Quotes: Words to Live by 
Hand 
36 
One of my most pleasant and witty honor students, Michael, had just returned from 
a week's vacation in Hawaii. As he gloated about the week off while his peers were stuck in 
the dreary hall ofO.D. Duran Junior High School, I began to hand him copies of work he had 
missed, being sure to throw in thick copies of tests, writing assignments, and notes. While 
doing this, I uttered helpful directions and detailed descriptions in my thickest Southern belle 
voice. Throwing a heavy literature book on top for effect, I informed him of the school's 
three day make-up policy. By the time I completed my torturous speech, Michael's face was 
drained of all color; he had begun to understand the magnitude of the work that lay ahead. 
The smile on his face was plastered there because he was unsure of just how serious I was, 
and he had become strangely silent as the other students enjoyed my little joke (They knew 
ahead of time what to expect). Smiling, I leaned in, "What's the matter, Michael? Cat got 
your tongue? Was your vacation worth it?" The room was fogged in expectant silence, and 
then my brilliant student said it. Grinning up at me, a new calm in his eyes, he quoted, "It is 
better to be considered a fool than to open your mouth and remove all doubt." 
That phrase led me to tell my students about the quote that meant the most to me: 
"It is better to die on your feet than to live on your knees." I explained what it meant and 
how it applied to my life. Encouraging the students to find a personal philosophy that they 
could live by was an excellent way to reach even my most belligerent students. The students 
were assigned the task of choosing a quote, phrase, or basic belief that is the guiding force 




Later that week, students began to bring quote books and other sources, and I supplied a list 
of quotes that the children could choose from. 
Over the next week, the children were given an opportunity to write their philosophy 
or quote on a "quote wall" (a piece of butcher paper taped to the wall) with these words 
heading it: "WORDS TO LIVE BY: QUOT ABLE QUOTES." Seeing their thoughts and 
beliefs in print lent validity to their feelings and provided amazing insight into their behavior. 
During the course of their writing their expository papers, I found that this impromptu 
assignment allowed an excellent opportunity to point out cultural similarities and differences 
in our country as well as in others. 
Because junior high students are just becoming aware of themselves as individuals, 
this assignment reached not only regular students, but honor and at-risk students, as well. 
This age group feels a strong need for justice as they see it, and they have an intense desire 
to impress on others their views of how people should live. This assignment focused on 
values clarification, and the children were expected to find something they could cling to 
philosophically. 
Writing is a thinking skill, and when children are given a valid expository writing 
assignment, they will amaze even the most cynical of teachers. Teachers must seek out ways 
to get students, particularly at this age level, emotionally and intellectually involved in writing 
assignments. 
In short, I have found that my students will produce quality writing when the topic has 






understood that there were no wrong answers, and this knowledge allowed them the latitude 
to say exactly what they meant. Once they have been charged with the current of flowing 






Voices flowing across a Christmas night 
Like so many waves in a reflecting pool 
Thoughts fused to heart 
As water in my hair 
Washing over me in a gentle sweep of words 
Wading into you (perhaps the recursive past 
Creeping in on children's Christmas morning feet) 
A mirror ofmy mind and soul 
And my thoughts race 
As steam rises from a too-warm spring 
In the freeze of winter 
My spirit is nestled beside your contemplations 
Quilts of emotion embrace me 
I am absolute consent 
And you are purest concentration 






The rain falls softly 
with me 
The wind blows gently 
with me 
The hand of God 
Brushes my face 
And I am a child 
In a worn flannel nightgown 
The thunder stirs me 
Quickly 
In the darkest black 
The wind rushes past me 
Swiftly 
Lifting, cradling 
And I am lightning 












Leslie P. Hodges 
Leslie Camille Pitchford Hodges 
Pensive, Intuitive 
Aspiring, Creating, Perfecting 
Mate, Child--Rebel, Dreamer 





The Opening of Minds 
Hodges 
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I now know what an idealistic viewpoint I held about my future in education when I 
first began my teaching career as a student teacher. In my thoughts, I would walk into a 
classroom, set the students' minds afire with knowledge, and change their lives forever. 
Of course, I would reach every learning style, fill every emotional void, and satisfy my 
need to be an apparent superwoman. Now my viewpoint is quite different, but much more 
satisfying than the ideal philosophy I once believed. 
It did not take long to realize, as I ventured into my first independent classroom 
experience, that I am not a superwoman. I am simply a tenth grade English teacher who 
makes more mistakes than most of my students. However, my imperfections allow me to 
relate well to the vast array of sixteen year olds that I encounter everyday. My students 
know that I am human and that I am a partner to them in the classroom, not an 
overpowering figure to fear. I do not teach English merely to ensure grammatical 
perfection or an extensive vocabulary; I teach English because within the confines of our 
literature books and many novels are lessons about life. 
In my college experience this summer, someone used the metaphor that a teacher is an 
activist. I relate well to that statement because I believe that loving one another and 
respecting others' rights and feelings are the ingredients to a satisfying life. What we lack 
in this world is compassion, and through my English classes, I teach that we must weigh 
our lives, not on how much we earn monetarily, but how we impact the world around us. 
We must look at ourselves in the mirror everyday. What will we see? Will we like the 
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reflection staring at us? My students are taught that we are accountable for the way we 
treat one another. 
The students in my classes read various novels and stories throughout the year that 
portray the lives of others who have fought adversity. Most of the literature I assign is 
multicultural because so few of my students are familiar with cultures other than their 
own. Many of my students lack respect for other ways of life and view other races with 
outright disdain. Therefore, I have a quest to open these students' minds to the struggles 
of others. Through such novels as I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings and The 
Outsiders, we examine social issues, and I notice the gradual change in thought and 
opinion of many of my students. When that change takes place, I feel fulfilled. 
This multiculturalism is a slow process and one that requires a vast amount of patience. 
I could easily become appalled at many of the negative attitudes that remain about culture 
at the close of the school year, but instead I focus on the opinions that are changed. By 
many methods of classroom teaching, most of which include writing and sharing, I can 
alter many of the students' viewpoints about society and race, even if only in some small 
way. This gives me great gratification, and I will strive to continue this change in the 
future classes I touch. 
I look back often at the idealistic young student I was a few years ago and realize how 
my ideals and philosophies have evolved. I realize that, although I am not successful in 
every English lesson I teach, I reach all learning styles, and I am an emotional outlet for 
many a weary teenager. However, beyond those most necessary roles I play, I am an 
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activist. I use my philosophy of education to change thoughts and opinions that have been 
reinforced for some students their whole lives. I may not be a superwoman, but what I do 
is most powerful and monumental in ways that may only be realized in years to come. 
The Man You Were 
That Louisiana day was uncertain, fateful 
When we traveled out into the warm bayou waters 
That rapped on the boat soothingly to and fro. 
Our first private time together evolved 
As excitement and curiosity lingered in the Cajun air. 
We stood on opposite sides of the swaying vessel 
Beholding each other with nervous eyes and glances. 
Speaking words, both casual and memorable, 
Meaningful words remembered in years to come. 
I looked toward you, not knowing who you were, 
Just studying the deep auburn hues of your hair, 
The fine lines appearing around your amber eyes. 
Soon the day slipped into the Southern darkness, 
Not providing the illumination of minutes before. 
We gazed toward the salty shoreline stretched before us, 
As we exchanged careful words and glances. 
You hand took mine to aid me onto the sandy shore, 
And I could feel its calloused, gentle grip. 
While I stood on the bayou shore waiting for you, 
The night seemed newly familiar, safe. 
As you joined me on the moonlit path, 
I again studied your motions and expressions, 





( Gloria Horton 
Gloria 
Energetic, Conscientious 
Laughing, Loving, Giving 
Wife, Mother--Teacher, Writer 
Desiring, Striving, Achieving 
Shy, Stubborn 
Cat Lover 
Ode to Bubbling Bird 
Seems like only yesterday 
When I clasped your tiny hand 
As we crossed the busy street. 
Seems like only yesterday 
When you wore your first real shoes 
On your tiny baby feet. 
Surely it was only a while ago 
That you uttered your first word, 
And was it just a day or two 
Since I fed you, little bird? 
I know you shouldn't be so grown, 
So mature and debonair. 
You're mom's darling baby boy--
This really isn't fair! 
But yet I finally realize 
That without my really knowing when, 
My precious son, my bubbling bird, 





Sweet Sissy Jane 
Our little golden-haired doll 
You quickly became, 
The day you entered our lives, 
Mama's little angel and daddy's delight, 
With shiny hazel eyes. 
When you first began to toddle, 
Getting into everything 
We nicknamed you Sissy Jane, 
A twin sister to your bubba, 
Whose "mama" you became. 
The years of childhood have passed away, 
But in our hearts we'll always keep 
Memories of our sweet Sissy Jane--
Of your loving ways and cheerful nature--
These will forever remain. 
Though you're now a beautiful woman, 
Kind-hearted, gentle, and smart, 
[n our hearts you'll always be 
That same darling little girl 
You were when you were three. 
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Voice in the Wilderness 
Amid a swirling storm 
of grey-brown sand 
ebbing away the desert floor 
sending particle after particle 
skyward to disappear, 
a plaintive wail is heard: 
"Help me! I'm lost." 
All around, the raging storm 
blows and twists, 
and the cry goes unheeded. 
"Help me find my way." 
Weaker now, the voice 
continues against the whirl 
of sand into night, 
a lonely, pitiful sound 
unheard by man or beast. 
Desperately now, the voice 
pleads to an unseen God, 
"Save me from myself" 
And God, too busy 
with the storm, 
fails to answer 
the voice 
crying in the wilderness. 
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Exploring the Artistry of Stephen Crane's 
"The Open Boat" 
Horton 
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Stephen Crane's short stories are noteworthy in their use of symbol and imagery, 
particularly color imagery. These two aspects of Crane's writing delineate his style. 
However, Crane's stories have another stylistic aspect, one that often puts students in my 
American literature surveys off That aspect is the length of the stories, which are often 
divided into multiple sections. For this reason, poor readers and lazy readers, in 
particular, often neglect the assigned reading of the Crane stories which I include in my 
course syllabus. 
But Crane exemplifies so much that is good about writing style that I knew I 
needed.to come up with an approach to teaching his stories that would allow all students 
to explore Crane's writing, while at the same time making those students who did not feel 
able to tackle all of Crane's longer stories feel that they could explore part of them. 
Consequently, I designed an assignment for "The Open Boat" to answer the students' need 
for exposure to his work and to lessen their discomfort with it. 
On the day that Crane was assigned, I divided the class into seven groups ("The 
Open Boat" has seven sections.). I told each group that they were to do the following for 
the section they had been assigned: 
(I) Each group member was to read the assigned section silently. 
(2) The group members were then to discuss the elements of the short story--
plot, character, setting, and theme, as they had been revealed through their 
reading of the section. 
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(3) Each group was to look closely at the section for any images or symbols, 
recording these for sharing with the rest of the class. 
(4) Each group was to discuss the significance/meaning of the symbols and 
images to determine the picture that Crane is portraying through their use. 
(5) Each group was to explore the sentence structures and word usages in the 
section to form some opinion about Crane's style. The group should 
record a consensus statement about Crane's style to report to the entire 
class. 
(6) The group would prepare a report to be delivered orally to the rest of the 
class, explaining how Crane uses all the elements of the short story in "The 
Open Boat." 
(7) Finally, the group would draw a mural depicting the section of the story 
they had explored. The mural should reflect Crane's use of color, the mood 
of the section, and character description and behavior. 
The classes for which I used this assignment were Tuesday/Thursday classes, 
which met for ninety minutes. We used one full class meeting to do the activities 
described above. For classes which do not meet for at least this length of time, two class 
meetings may be needed--one for discussion and beginning the murals, the other to 
complete them, share them. and give the oral reports. In my classes, the students, upon 
completion of the murals. displayed them in sequence order on the walls of the classroom; 
as they put their murals up, they gave their reports while the rest of the class took notes 
on that particular section. 
These are some of the outcomes of this activity: 
(I) Everyone in the class learned the story, even though no one was required 
to read the entire story. 
(2) All the students had read and studied closely at least one section and had 
come to understand Crane's style. 
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(3) The students had honed group skills such as decision making and social 
interaction. 
(4) The groups enjoyed the different approach to the study of literature; not 
only did they not have to listen to a lecture, but they also were allowed to 
become artists for a day, something many of them had not been since 
elementary school. 
(5) The students had gained an understanding of Crane's talent for painting 
with words. 
(6) The students used several steps of the writing process, including prewriting 
and writing. 
(7) The students became better acquainted with some of their classmates and 
began a bonding process that, I hoped, would make them more active 
participants in the class in the future. 
' To my delight, the two classes who did this assignment loved it! Several students 
who had never said a word opened up and became major contributors in the smaller 
groups. No one complained about having to use crayons and markers; on the contrary, 
they were all "borrowing" from the other groups to find just the right colors to establish 
the moods they were seeking in their murals. The success of this assignment led me to try 
variations ofit with other "difficult" writers to read, such as Henry James and Willa 
Cather. 
Storytelling, if it is good, is an art. What better way to illustrate this than to let 
readers actually recreate the art of the story! 
( Becky McKay 
Becky 
Sincere, Industrious 
Laughing, Questioning, Experimenting 
Happy, Sad--Energetic, Tired 
Teaching, learning, Evolving 
Revolutionary, Rebelling 
Complaisant 
POSITION PAPER FOR TEACHING TRANSITIONAL FIRST GRADE 
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In dealing with a diverse population of transitional first graders, many of whom are 
already labeled "at-risk", the greatest asset is strong experienced teachers. Teaching with 
developmentally appropriate methods assures success where failure has been the 
precedent. Utilizing concrete, hands-on materials enables each student to build self-
esteem and good peer relations. 
Teachers modeling good community behavior will easily create a community of 
learners where everyone feels loved and supported emotionally. Success will breed 
success. Eventually this effect can reach other grade levels and even out into the 
community where volunteers can be recruited. 
Higher level thinking skills, critical thinking, increased positive attitude toward 
subject matter, and motivation are the result of strong teaching and detailed planning. 
Giving students the maximum amount of reading and writing time means that dovetailing 
and looping of different subjects is done religiously. A variety of approaches employed 
including whole language and structured phonics lessons ensures that all learning types are 
challenged. 
Mastery learning approach and its use mean that the classroom operates on the 
belief that all students can learn to a high level of achievement when instruction is 
developed to assure that goal. Determined teachers and parents never give up on a child 
and continue to change methods until something works. To involve parents in this 
attitude, frequent conferences, in-service opportunities, and workshops are provided. 
Recognizing that language deficits constitute a large percentage of the transitional 
child's problems, teachers with the help of their school develop strong language and 
vocabulary programs. Choosing receptive teachers and providing them with in-service 
opportunities and workshops on these needs insures that the child will be served. 
The goal ofa model transitional program should be to end the alienation of the child and 




As he rambled down the hill with old-age forgetfulness, robed in blue boxer shorts 
and a jersey T-shirt, his old grey slippers were riveted with saw briars. I wondered where 
he stood. The hill where he had disappeared was steep and relentlessly rocky. These days 
he disappeared and talked to imaginary boys on a daily basis. This was a trying point 
along his timeline. Each time he absenced himself, I would call, "Daddy, Daddy, where are 
you?" 
Craning my neck for a view of his maypop belly sitting on toothpick legs, I 
strained my ear for the small sound made by his minute size seven foot. These same small 
tired feet had held him in good stead for sixty years while he labored over the menial 
barber's task of shaving, clipping, and trimming. Just when I felt I would never see him 
again, the white bald spot on the back of his head would shine from the rocky under-
brushed area. I pulled him each time by hand up the slope, biting my tongue while trying 
to remember the man he had been. 
Each episode would release one more special memory. He loved people and social 
outings. My mother did not. He satisfied this and family need by visiting the sick and 
shut-ins in the community--many times sliding a much needed bit of money into an 
inconspicuous place. His ministry to the sick and dead always included a shave and 
haircut for the men, thus making their last wish come true. Each one going out in style 




Emotionally strong, he seemed to weather Mother's frequent tongue-lashings with 
great style. Never one for many words, he would just continue to read his paper or watch 
his beloved Tide finish their game. Showering out these verbal storms on a regular basis, 
Mother was particularly hard on him about his visits to the hospital, 'old folks home,' and 
mortuary. It is odd that he was so devoted to her. In the end, his support of her nursing 
home incarceration was all that kept her Alzheimer's riddled soul alive. He seemed very 
shocked and indignant when I suggested that he just leave her. 
Dad's great appetite, good health and sleep habits, and strong will kept him going 
like the Energizer Bunny. By the time he came to live with me, he was almost run down. I 
marvel at this because his age was not relevant to me. Being mentally strong and positive 
about life were two attributes that made his eighty-two years seem impossible. Imagining 
his mortality was hard for me. 
On the last weekend of his life, as he walked in the herb garden, his eyes cleared as 
his earthly mind returned. He named each herbal representative in the garden, calling out 
its use in a voice like a sixth grader reciting the multiplication tables. At this time, he 
stopped begging to see Mother and take her food. I believe his heavenly mind was taking 
over. He talked of years gone by and spoke more to dead relatives than live ones. 
One cloudy afternoon, the sun broke through very brightly. It passed in the 
kitchen skylight like the pictures seen in old family Bibles. Daddy tottered from his chair 
on bunion-marked feet, raised his face to the sun and said, "Thank you Lord for 
everything you have given me. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you." Three times. Three 
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children. I could feel the presence of angels. This transition between heaven and earth 
went on for the two weeks he lived with me. 
On a cool May morning, he took two last deep breaths. I know his heavenly mind 
must have danced a jig as the two people that he loved the most labored over his earthly 
body. 
My husband and youngest son had the difficult task of being left behind as Daddy 
made his heavenly pilgrimage. Calling me at a strange Birmingham school at seven in the 
morning could not have been an easy job, especially since I insisted on the cold, hard, 
slap-in-the-face truth. 
As denial flashed throughout the recesses of my mind, "No it's not fair," tumbled 
out through slobber and tears. I had wanted to make his last years the best. 
Reflecting on the time I had with Daddy in those two weeks and remembering his 
life, I knew he was ready to go. He and God were ready for each other; and finally, I 
knew where Daddy stood. 
"Nay-Sayers" 
This magical calling 
can't be bad, can't be good. 
If it is bad to be different, 
Why do I feel the honest love 
of my students? 
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Beginning in excitement, I am an accomplished teacher. 
!fl am an effective teacher 
and I know it, 
why do I listen to the condemnations? 
Negative peer criticism makes 
me ill and my heart cringe 
because I know their rumors 
are against the nature of the child. 
My anxiety is less than the realization 
of what Nay-Sayers do to innocent children. 
I ignore them because my philosophy feeds my soul 
and nurtures my need to be needed. 
/ 
( William Oberholtzer ': 
Sergeant Major 
Solid, Reticent 
Soldiering, Traveling, Defending 
Country, Church--Home, Family 
Loving, Caring, Believing 
English, History 
Teacher 
A New Copper Penny 
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The best kept secret of Alabama is the Pinhoti Trail, located in the Talladega 
National Forest. This trail stretches from Coleman Lake in Calhoun County to north of 
Sylacauga in Talladega County where it crests Mount Cheaha at 2,407 feet. It was on this 
track that my son Douglas and I had one memorable experience. 
Three years ago, we decided to hike the Pinhoti from Coleman Lake to Highway 
78 in Cleburne County, a two-day hike at best. We packed our backpacks with two days' 
worth of goodies and equipment. We were ready--even the weather cooperated, not too 
cool and not too hot. After we loaded the car, Linda, my wife, drove us to the trail head 
near Coleman Lake. Doug and I unloaded our packs and adjusted the various straps and 
belts that allowed the backpacks to ride on our hips and not our shoulders. We kissed 
Linda goodbye and headed south. 
Doug and I followed the trail as it wound, serpentlike, around Coleman Lake, 
crossing a small stream and forest road before skirting the edge of a clearing where the 
Shoal Creek Church and Cole Cemetery are found. Built in 1885 of hand-hewn logs, 
Shoal Creek Church stands as a testament to the faith and tenacity of Alabama pioneers. 
As we crossed the park service highway, we entered an area of the forest covered 
with a thick layer of pine needles and giant pinecones. A lush, thick, pinestraw carpet 
covered the trail, cushioning our weary, booted feet as we trekked along the path. I 







Pine Glen Campground, situated near Shoal Creek and Forest Road 53 l, became 
our lunchtime destination. The trail meandered through pine and hardwood forest, across 
hollows, along creeks, branches, and lakes, and over what appeared as insurmountable 
hills. Finally, we arrived at the campground and sloughed off our burden like a snakeskin. 
Breathing a sigh of relief, Doug commented on how a beast of burden must feel at day's 
end. With our canteens empty, we needed some fresh, clean water. To our dismay, the 
water at Pine Glen does not refresh. too many minerals. However, a spring about fifty 
yards up the road produces the freshest, coolest, and sweetest tasting water around. We 
hiked to the spring and drank our fill; surely, water in heaven must taste this good. 
We planned to camp for the night at Lower Shoal Shelter, my favorite camping 
location, established in a narrow valley accessible only by foot and at the confluence of 
two spring-fed streams. As we descended into the valley, we heard the musical sounds of 
water rushing over rocks, then spilling its way through the center of the valley. Cooling, 
refreshing water beckoned us from the stream as we crossed the footbridge into camp. It 
offered a cooling respite from a long day's journey as we dangled our sore, sweaty feet in 
the brook. A camper's shelter, firepit, and an in-ground trash container provided all the 
comforts of home. We made camp, cooked supper, and fell asleep long before the stars 
were visible. A narrow valley, and the cool spring-fed streams produced a natural air-
conditioning phenomenon that demanded the use of sleeping bags even in July. 
Because our air mattresses had gone flat during the night, we awoke stiff and sore. 







headed for Highway 78 and home. As we left camp, the trail angled sharply from the heart 
of the valley as it advanced through a field of moss covered, gray boulders. Hardwood 
trees lined the edge of the trail, last season's crop of leaves crackling beneath our boots. 
Crisp, clean air filled our lungs, dew covered the ground and rocks, and strands of silvery 
gossamer cobwebs hung in abstract patterns across our course. Doug took the lead. Oh, 
the advantage of youth. In a moment, he disappeared around the bend of the trail. Happy 
days! Doug blazed a trail through the cobwebs. 
As I rounded the bend, Doug was stopped, his back to me in the middle of the 
trail. He turned and gestured that I should walk slowly and softly. What is up, I 
wondered? Eighteen to twenty-four inches wide, the trail at this point narrowed. On the 
right-hand side of the trail large, gray rocks perched on the steep upslope while the equally 
precipitous downslope on the left had a covering of leaves and deadfalls. Brown leaves 
and twigs of various hues covered the trail. Cresting the hills forming our valley, the sun 
tilled the footpath with quiltlike splotches of sunlight. Directly behind Douglas now, I 
peeked over his shoulder: I saw only leaves. Looking closer, I saw a form in the leaves. 
Stretched across the trail and bathed in a pool of early morning sunlight, a snake lingered, 
adorned in a raiment of deep chocolate with light copper color patches arranged in a 
millennium-old pattern that rendered the viper invisible among the leaves and twigs. 
"What kind of snake?" I asked. Doug knows everything, 
"Copperhead," he replied. 







Only the glinting of the sun off the reptile's eyes had alerted Doug to its presence. 
Menacing reptilian eyes, the color of a new copper penny, stared into the forest. He did 
not move; neither did we. "What next?" I questioned. Our serpent, who appeared quite 
content in his sunlit spot, lay about six feet from us. 
Securely grasping my six-foot walking staff, I decided to prod the serpent off the 
trail. With a thirty-five-inch arm span and a six-foot staff, I had a wide margin of safety, I 
believed. I tapped, tapped, tapped around the viper--nothing. Again I tapped. Tap. Tap. 
Two piercing eyes slowly turned and scrutinized me. My staff suddenly shrunk in size; I 
had a pencil in my hand. Nothing happened. No movement. He would not budge from the 
sunlit spot; he owned it. Doug and I conferred. Killing the snake would accomplish 
nothing; we decided a detour would be best. We took the downslope, thereby giving the 
copperhead a wide margin, and flanked him. The rest of the journey to Highway 78 was 















Writing, Talking, Reading 
Books, Essays--Birds, Cats 







Critical Thinking, Communication, and Feature Films: A Great Combination For All 
Each year, faced with a set of critical thinking, communication objectives and a 
textbook most students view as boring, I search for interesting ways to get students 
involved, not just as readers or writers, but as thinking, creative, problem-solving 
individuals. Feature films can successfully be incorporated into the academic domain to 
foster this objective. They increase student interest; offer opportunities for seeing 
concepts in action; expose students to wider worlds; and provide avenues for discussion, 
personal assessment, and application of theories. For a video-oriented generation, 
watching twenty films for every book it reads, films offer a familiar medium to teach a 
variety of communication skills without sacrificing academic rigor. 
The group communication concepts exhibited in The Breakfast Club make it a 
good choice for college students. This film presents five high school students engaged in 
intensive face-to-face interaction. The group members are from different social cliques, 
and are forced to spend a Saturday detention session together. They start the day as 
enemies, thinking they have nothing in common; however, through a series of incidents 
and intimate self-disclosure, they end the day as friends, at least temporarily. John Hughes 
wrote, directed, and produced this hilarious and often poignant comedy starring Emilio 
Estevez, Anthony Michael Hall, Judd Nelson, Molly Ringwald, and Ally Sheedy. To the 
outside world, these actors represent a jock, a brain, a criminal, a princess, and a kook--





With the theme song from 17,e Hreakfast ( '/11h playing in the background, we 
discuss the activities related to this film: group presentations, role-playing scenarios, and 
class analysis through discussion and writing. During the preliminary activities, students 
discuss the following communication concepts: 






► helping responses 
► problem responses 
► interpersonal needs and exchange 
theories 
► communication climate 
► managing conflict 
► cohesiveness 
► norms 
► task maintenance 
► leadership 
This assignment abandons the chapter-by-chapter approach to instruction: instead, a list of 
terms, scattered throughout the textbook, serves as a guide. The number of the chapter in 
which each term is discussed accompanies the term. 
Initially, groups, with four to six members, work together to define these concepts 
and to bring concrete examples before the class. Students divide the responsibilities: some 
formulate extended definitions of these concepts while others generate examples from 
daily life. Finally, each group in an informal presentation delivers information for broader 
classroom discussion. Once the class is familiar with the above concepts, the real fun 
begins. 
With a series of topics in hand to help them remain focused on the instructional 







member, define how these roles are similar or different outside the group, decide if the 
definition of a group proposed in class corresponds to that presented in the film, and 
analyze what factors lead the members to become a cohesive group. Emphasis is placed on 
the fact that subsequent class discussions, role-playing presentations, and writing 
assignments must link concepts, film, and life experiences. 
Everyone is enthusiastic as the day of the film approaches. As students enter the 
darkened room, they enjoy the atmosphere of a theater, with popcorn to munch and 
drinks for refreshment. It is apparent they approach this film from a communication or an 
educational perspective as they label the different concepts at work in the film. After 
students view the film, they discuss previously distributed topics. 
Next, students develop role-playing scenarios that offer an alternate ending for the 
film, helping students better understand other possibilities of self-disclosure and the 
intricate nature of the self. While The Hreakfast ('/uh ponrays self-disclosure as positive, 
healthy, constructive--it is meaningful for students to understand this is not always the 
case. Therefore, students working individually argue the opposite and prepare a worst-
case scenario of what could happen in the weeks following the characters' detention 
session. Rejoining their groups, they select a favorite scenario, create, and present it to 
the class. This is an exercise that students especially enjoy. 
Finally, the unit closes with a writing assignment. Students select their character 
and write a sketch. The students' aim is to give as clear and complete a picture of the 





Because of this, students must deduce character traits by exploring what the character says 
and does and what other characters say and think about this character. They also observe 
how the character reacts in various situations and how the director reveals the character. 
Examining all these factors--comparing and contrasting them, and looking for causes and 
effects--the student analyzes the character and comes to sound conclusions. The student 
sums up the character by integrating all the facts discovered through careful analysis. After 
intense identification with the character, students produce insightful discussions that are 
shared with the class .. 
Possibilities abound, and these assignments are worth exploring. My annual search 
lessened somewhat last summer because it was spent developing a similar unit for teaching 
interpersonal relationships--the film--When Harry Met Sally. It will be exciting, enlighten-
ing, and entertaining! Any time students can have fun and laugh, the classroom becomes a 
place for sharing life itself. After all, is communication not the very essence of life? 
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Twelve Angry Men (N) This 1957 classic presents a jury deliberating a murder 
case; the face-to-face interaction is intense, 
Concepts Presented: stereotyping; appropriate and inappropriate language; nonverbal 
communication; assertiveness; empathizing; questioning; helping responses; problem 
responses; communication climate; managing conflict; cohesiveness; norms; consensus; 
task, maintenance, and negatives roles; problem solving; leadership, 
Stagecoach (N) This John Ford classic presents strangers who develop into a 
group as they travel west They deal with prejudices that would otherwise keep 
them apart, 
Concepts Presented: perception of self and others; stereotyping; self-disclosure; 
assertiveness; empathizing; questioning; helping responses; problem responses; 
interpersonal needs and exchange theories; communication climate; managing conflict; 
cohesiveness; norms; task, maintenance, and negative roles; leadership, 
The Dream Team (PG) Four mental patients survive New York City as they 
work togetheL This is a comedy; it shows how even social misfits can experience 
group and leadership development 
Concepts Presented: perception of self and others; stereotyping; self-disclosure; 
assertiveness; cohesiveness; norms; task, maintenance; and negative roles; leadership, 
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION 
Breaking Away (PG) Four young men are faced with decisions about romance, 
college, work, and their personal relationships,; all come to a better understanding 
of their heritage, identity, and future, Teenagers respond strongly with this light-
hearted movie, 
Concepts Presented: complementary/ symmetrical relationships; self-concept; self-
disclosure; assertiveness; levels of relationships; interpersonal needs and exchange 
theories; communication climate; managing conflict; cohesiveness; norms; task 
maintenance, and negative roles; leadership, 
When Harry Met Sally (R) Billy Crystal and Meg Ryan play characters who 
present an excellent opportunity for analyzing stages of relationship development 




Concepts Presented: Complementary/symmetrical relationships; perception of self and 
others: gender and language; self-disclosure: describing feelings; helping responses; levels 
of relationships; interpersonal needs and exchange theories; managing conflict 
Chil,lren of a l,esser God (R) This film exposes viewers to the cultural world of 
the deaf when a teacher falls in love with a deaf woman who refuses to learn lip 
reading. 
Concepts Presented: complementary/symmetrical relationships; perception of self and 
others; stereotyping; nonverbal communication; assertiveness; faulty listening behaviors; 
empathizing; helping responses; interpersonal needs, exchange theories; communication 
climate; managing conflict. 
Toot.fie (PG) Dustin Hoffman disguises himself as a woman, and his character 
experiences the role demands made on women. 
Concepts Presented: perception of self and others; stereotyping; gender and language; 
appropriate, inappropriate language; nonverbal communication: assertiveness: 
empathizing; communication climate; managing conflict. 
Martin, Robert W. & Rudolph F. Verderber. Instructor's Resource Manual to Accompany 
Communicate! 7th ed. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 1993. 
A Sampling of Appropriate Feature Films for Infusing Diversity in the Basic Course 
Intrapersonal 
Annie Hall 
Black Like Me 
/Joyz N the Hood 
Dances with Wolve.v 
Death of a Salesman 
Fi1/1/ler on the Roof 
The Go1/s Must Be Crazy 
The King & I 












Do tlte Rigltt Tlting 
Driving Miss Dai.vy 
Tlte Four Seasons 
Fried Green Tomatoes 
Guess Wlw's Coming to Dinner 
GungHo 




One Flew m•er tlte Cuckoo'.v Nest 
A Passage to lm/ia 
Philadelpltia 
Some Like It Hot 
Steel Magnolias 
VictorMctoria 
West Side Story 
Witness 
Public Speaking 




To Kill a Mockingbird 
MalcolmX 
Patton 




Carrell, Lori J. & Rudolph F. Verderber. Instructor's Resource Manual to Accompany 
Comm1111icate! 8th ed. Belmont. CA: Wadsworth, 1996. 
Forgotten 
Fusions abound outside the building. 
Children can work out their own 
Difficulties. 
Small souls, 





Waiting for the other to give guidance? 
Empty. 
Alone. 








Loving, Caring, Giving 
Teacher, Friend--Wife, Lover 






My Guardian Angel 
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One of my most memorable experiences occurred only a short time ago. It 
wasn't the most pleasant experience of my life, but it did prove to me that I am loved and 
taken care ofby a being far greater than any human I know. 
On January 26, 1995, I ran out ofmy house about fifteen minutes late for work. 
Since I had a forty-live minute drive in front of me, I asked God to keep me sale and 
decided to take the "back roads" to possibly cut off some of my time . 
I was riding along at a speed a little greater than the limit and suddenly found 
myself going off the edge of the road. As I yanked the steering wheel in the opposite 
direction and slammed on the brakes, the back end of my car decided it wanted to be the 
leader for a while. Before I knew it, my car began to spin out of control. 
As I was spinning, a small dirt road up ahead caught my eye. It was in the 
direction I was going, and I thought I would be able to drive onto it and save my brand 
new car from demolition. What I did next, as all the "expert" drivers informed me later, 
was the worst thing I could have done. I mashed the gas pedal! 
The details are a little hazy now, but I think I took my foot off the gas about the 
time I realized my car was off the road, and I watched the last slivers of grass disappear 
underneath my car. After what seemed like forever, my car finally stopped, and I thought 
I could take a deep breath. Boy, was I wrong!! Suddenly, I heard one last bang and then 
felt the most dreadful thing in the world--water gushing in on me. I was terrified. For as 
I I , 
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long as I can remember, I have had a recurring dream in which the car I'm in goes off a 
pier into a lake. Suddenly my dream seemed to be coming true. I don't think I've ever 
taken a seatbelt off so fast in my life! 
Climbing onto the passenger side of the car, I discovered I was upside down! All I 
remember was asking God to please help me get out. Being the obedient wife I am, I had 
locked my doors at the request of my husband before I left the house. Trying to unlock a 
sliding door lock when you're upside down is no easy task! Finally, I unlocked the door, 
but the pressure from the water was so strong I couldn't get the door open. Again, I 
asked God to help me. Again, he helped, but I promise, the door opened backwards! 
I climbed out of the car and found myself standing in about three feet of murky 
water. Needless to say, by the time I got to the creek bank, I had lost both of my shoes 
and was covered from head to toe with wet mud and grit. All I remember saying was, 
"Thank you, Lord, for letting me live." 
After climbing about ten feet back up onto the road, I found I was in the middle of 
nowhere. Soon, a man came driving by in his car. I waved my arms and begged him to 
stop. He looked at me and kept driving. I began walking down the road in the direction 
of the only house on the road when another car came by. I started waving my hands, 
frantically, trying to get the driver's attention. This time, the driver was a woman with a 
carload of children. They drove past me too. I couldn't understand how these people 
could miss me. I was standing in the middle of the road on a very cold January day 
wearing no shoes, and looking like the swamp monster. Again, I asked for God's help, 
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and the next car that drove by stopped! An extremely nice lady insisted on driving me to 
the house up the road. She stayed with me, offering many calming words, until the police 
arrived. 
I have never doubted the fact that if I had not asked God to keep me safe that 
morning, I wouldn't be alive today. After traveling approximately two hundred feet down 
a road and ending up ten feet below the road upside down in the water, I should have been 
dead. I know he sent that third car, containing my guardian angel, just because he cares 
for me. His love and care got me through one of the most horrible experiences in my life. 
KATIE: 
MISCHIEVOUS, AFFECTIONATE. 
GUARDER OF HOME, HATER OF CATS, 
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LOVER OF FOOD. KISSER OF LEGS, MAKER OF MANY MESSES. 
WHO BEGS FOR OUR ATTENTION; 
WHO WANTS TO PLAY CONTINUOUSLY; 
WHO SLEEPS UNDER OUR BED; 
WHO LOVES US UNCONDITIONALLY; 






One of the best activities I had my students complete was during my first year of 
teaching. The students wrote their own fable. As we began our discussion of fables, I 
told the students they would have to write one of their own at the end of the unit. This 
made them pay close attention to the fables we read and watched during class. 
To begin with, I led the students in a short discussion of fables, and we talked a lot 
about morals and how we can relate them to our lives. Next, we watched some fables on 
a video and discussed the morals and how they were relevant to us today. Then I divided 
the class into groups of about five, and they began working on their own fables. They 
could write on anything they wanted to as long as the moral went with the story. 
We worked on these fables during the last half of class for a week, and then it was 
time for the students to present them. As the presentations progressed, the interest grew. 
The majority of the groups made sure every person in the group participated in some way. 
One group even dressed up for the part and brought in props so their setting was realistic. 
When they finished performing their fable, a written copy was turned in to me. Most were 
complete with illustrations! 
The students enjoyed this activity for many reasons. They did not have to listen to 
me for the whole class, and they enjoyed showing off their writing abilities during the class 
sharing time. They also learned more about fables--particularly about finding the moral 
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of the fable. Their finding the moral was most important to me because I know they will 
look a little harder at other things they read now to find the hidden meaning. 
This writing activity occurred because the students' books did not include many 
fables, and the videos containing fables were also scarce. I feel fables are very important 
to students of all ages today because for some students fables are the only "rules for life" 
they are exposed to. Letting the students write their own fables gave them the 
opportunity to take a stand on a topic they felt was important and back it up with a story 
of their own. Performing the fables was one way they could share their views with the 
other students in the class and further develop their oral communication skills. 
I Remember 
I remember when we encountered each other for the first time. 
We were speechless. 
I remember the way you used to remind me of your thoughtfulness 
With little notes of love and cheer. 
I remember the night you proposed to me. 
It was New Year's Day and I was ecstatic. 
I remember our wedding day. 
We were assured rain meant good luck, and it has. 
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I remember how you celebrated our "six month wedding anniversary" 
With a balloon and champagne. 
I remember the things you do for me daily 








Welcoming, Wondering, Worshipping 
Wait, Wish--Work, Win 






Grandmother's happy. She spent today, much as she spent her life, caring for her 
baby. Like women her age, she spent most of her young years having babies or caring for 
them. In all, grandmother gave birth to five boys and five girls. As a young mother, she 
cooked, cleaned, changed diapers, and wiped noses ... cooked, cleaned, changed diapers, 
and wiped noses ... cooked, cleaned, changed diapers, and wiped noses. Now that she is in 
her golden years, she misses the constant cries for her attention. Instead of caring for 
others, she is now the one receiving the care. 
Most of grandmother's children now live hours away. They make it home for 
Christmas and for funerals, but that's about all. Grandmother misses theme She needs 
them to care for her, and she needs to be able to care for them. 
Recently, one of my aunts purchased a baby doll for grandmother. She thought 
that the doll would give grandmother something for which she could care as she passed 
lonely hours in her dark room. No one, including my aunt, could have imagined how 
much a five-dollar doll would mean to grandmother. She loves her baby. Unlike her other 
babies, this one doesn't cry or cause her a moment's fuss. 
Some days grandmother's baby is a little boy; other days a little girl. Although 
grandmother's mind is slipping, her heart is still as strong as ever. When I visit her, she is 
constantly hugging the stiff body of her baby doll and kissing its cold face. In her mind, 
the doll's cheeks are as soft and warm as those of a newborn. No doubt, her mind lovingly 
transports her from the dark and dirty confines of her present prison to brighter days of 
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the past. Although her body is strapped to a chair or to a bed, her mind is free to roam 
through the old photo albums and scrapbooks of her childhood. The pictures that line the 
top of the night stand and the walls of her room remind her of better times. 
When I first learned of my grandmother's baby, and saw it for myself, it both 
shocked and shamed me. It is so hard for me to see my grandmother as an adult-child. 
am used to her being the adult and my being the child. Now, our roles are reversed. The 
situation is so uncomfortable. I want to recall grandmother's better days. I miss those 
days and fear that they can only be revisited in the rooms of my mind, rooms that I fear 
will grow darker with time. I don't want to remember my grandmother in dark, dreary, 
nursing home scenes or associate her with dirty-sheet smells masked slightly by Pine Sol. 
I would much rather remember her in her bright, white kitchen and by the smells of her 
fried apple pies or peach cobbler. 
Today, grandmother refuses to go to lunch without her baby and the nurse refuses 
to let her go with the baby. I intercede. Grandmother, her baby, and I move slowly 
toward the cafeteria. A long procession of elderly men and women shuffle their feet, 
bump, and clash in front of me. I wonder if the awful traffic jam will ever be cleared up. 
Grandmother seems unaffected by the delay. Her mind is on her baby. When the tangled 
line of chairs and walkers finally reaches the double doors of the cafeteria, a strange sight 
overwhelms me. Hungry patients stare at food-filled plates waiting for one overworked 
attendant to feed them. A few patients are fortunate enough to have a relative or faithful 
friend to help them at mealtime. Today, grandmother has me. When the plastic tray is 
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placed in front of grandmother, her eyes focus on the scrambled eggs, toast, bacon, gravy 
and grits in front of her as if she hasn't eaten in a week. Although grandmother sees an 
elaborate feast, I am sickened by the food that she eats on a daily basis. Many times in the 
past, I enjoyed her homemade stew and fresh-baked biscuits. Now, she is reduced to 
eating food that has been microwaved from breakfast. Before beginning her own meal, 
grandmother feeds her baby, or at least, she tries to feed her baby. When the grits begin to 
cake up in the mouth of the doll, I convince grandmother that the baby is full and she 
should eat something herself. As I move forkful after forkful from the tray to 
grandmother's mouth, my eyes scan the Kmart blue dining room. Helpless men and 
women sit all around us in their cotton pajamas and polyester nightgowns--waiting, 
waiting, waiting, for someone, anyone, to feed them. Feeble hands shake in vain as they 
struggle to get food to their mouths. They remind me of my little nephew who hasn't yet 
mastered the use of a fork. I see frustrated faces staring at me. I can't look. Where are 
their families? Where are those who had been fed by them in times past? At least for 
today, my grandmother isn't among them. 
As soon as grandmother has finished her coffee, I roll her from the room. I am in a 
hurry. Although I want to get ahead of the rush hour traffic, I mainly want to remove the 
starving seniors from my sight. On the way back to grandmother's room, she comments 
on her large house. She can't believe all the rooms that it has. She brags on Hugh, her 
husband, for providing her with such a fancy house. The one thing that confuses her is 
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why there are so many people in her house. She worries about whether she has anything 
to fix them for supper. Although it isn't really funny, I can't help laughing. 
With grandmother back in her room, I begin making preparations to leave. 
Although I hate to leave grandmother, I have to go. As I say my goodbyes and slowly 
walk from the room, grandmother cuddles and kisses her baby. The baby that had at first 
shamed me and shocked me, now brought me much comfort. Grandmother wasn't really 
alone. Her mind had created a new reality from the pleasant memories of the past. 
Thank God for grandmother's baby. 
M. Louise F. Wliite 
····--... ___ _ 
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The Teachable Moment 
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The joy of my life, second only to my grandchildren, is being a kindergarten 
teacher. Each year of my teaching career, I enter the ctassroom with fear and anxiety. 
The fear is whether I will recognize and take full advantage of"the teachable moments." 
A good teacher is always prepared and flexible for such precious encounters. I have the 
awesome task of motivating and cultivating young minds with educational enthusiasm. 
Anxiety overwhelms me when I look around my classroom and begin to pull from the 
variety of materials available to meet the needs of every student. [, like many other 
educators, believe that the foundation of education is laid in kindergarten: the kindergarten 
teacher is the creator of future citizens. The boundaries and pole markers are put into 
place in the home, but the real construction takes place in kindergarten. 
The teachable moment comes in a wide variety of forms. Some are not as easily 
distinguished as others. Realizing how valuable these moments are, being prepared for 
them is essential. Such moments afford the opportunity to guide students to discover and 
satisfy their thirst for answers. 
During the 1995-96 school year, a teachable moment occurred. The weather 
report the previous night indicated Hurricane Opal was traveling north from the gulf. 
Several of the students greeted me with their usual bear hugs and wide-eyed curiosity. 
They told me about the weather and asked questions such as "What is a hurricane?" 
"What will Opal do?" "Where do hurricanes come from?" 
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I instructed the students to put their jackets and bookbags away. I stepped across 
the hall to our conveniently located library and collected maps, books, and charts about 
hurricanes. Our most capable, cooperative, and supportive librarian helped me carry the 
collection to my classroom. 
Step I --The students and I made a list of their questions on chart paper, calling it 
"Things we want to know." They wanted to know such things as "Who is Opal?" "How 
do you spell hurricane?" "Where do hurricanes come from?" "How do people know 
about hurricanes?" "What will the hurricane do?" Just as we completed the list of 
questions, our principal informed me that Alabama's governor, Fob James, stopped in 
Korea on his way back from an industry-hunting trip to Japan and issued a mandatory 
evacuation order for schools. The weather bureau and meteorologists reported Hurricane 
Opal was headed inland with winds gusting to 150 miles per hour. More questions were 
added to the list. 
Step 2-- While the students were out of school due to the severe weather, they 
were encouraged to keep a journal of their family activities and events in their community. 
Schools were closed for two days due to the weather damage and power loss. 
Step 3-- When the students returned to school, globes, maps, books, and the 
"Things we want to know" list were displayed, discussed, and explored to locate the 
following places: Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, Tennessee, north, south, east, 
west, gulf, ocean, land, and water. 
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Step 4--The students made a list of items that would be helpful during a hurricane. 
Some of those items were batteries, food, water, candles, money, candy, blankets, and 
pillows. 
Step 5--Homework included watching and/or listening to the weather reports, 
collecting newspaper articles, and continuing the daily journal. Each student shared oral 
reports and pictures of what he/she had heard, seen or experienced. Our Eyes 011 the News 
is the result of the activities. 
Step 6--Students discovered descriptive words and demonstrated their 
understanding by using other descriptive words to describe foods, feelings, and weather. 
Step ?--Students were given newspapers and crayons to locate words such as 
money, help, business, damage repair, numbers, capital and small letters, hurricane, and 
Opal. 
Step 8--Students role-played the interdependence of families and community 
helpers. Help in Time of Storm is the result of the students' experience. 
Step 9--The book, Beaufort Scale: How to Measure the Wind, is a review of 
numbers, number words, and descriptive words to measure the wind. 
Step I 0--Students discovered hurricanes are named alphabetically with female 
names. The book, 1995: Hurricanes A lo 0, is a result of sorting beans by color and size. 
Glitter and popcorn were also used to enhance the appearance of the students' writing. 
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Step 11--A map of the Southeast is the result of the students' discovery of states 
where relatives lived and Opal passed. Colored tissue paper and glue were used to show 
the direction of the hurricane. 
Step 12--Pictures of activities were included to show the involvement of parents 
and grandparents in fun-filled classroom activities. 
Step 13--Students participated in the creation of a town that displayed the damage 
of Hurricane Opal. 
Step 14--Students selected the name of the project, OPAL: Hurricane Hits Home, 
because of the damage to our school and community. The integrated approach to reading 
resulted in books filled with facts and art about hurricanes. The knowledge gained through 
the wide variety of books, filmstrips, songs, and hands-on experiences provided an 
understanding of changes in daily life. Cooperation, respect, and economic awareness are 
valuable for survival in a world of change. 
The project received high awards in the school system, district, and state social 
studies fairs. 
The previously prepared lesson plans were pushed aside for this unique learning 
adventure. Information and experiences were shared. The fear and anxiety of recognizing 
and taking advantage of the teachable moment were temporarily laid to rest ( once again, 
but not for long). 
I just exhaled! 
A Teacher's View: Developmentally Appropriate Practices 
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Early Childhood teachers have the awesome task of providing a developmentally 
appropriate environment which recognizes that all students do not learn in the same 
manner. Cognitive and academic needs, as well as social and emotional needs, must be 
addressed to promote school success. The well-being of the whole child is top priority. 
Classrooms may include students with a broad range of developmental needs. Some may 
suffer from poor health, malnutrition, and or physical defects: others may be without 
adequate shelter and/or guidance in low-income families. Developmental continuity is a 
way of providing instruction that permits children to progress according to their individual 
rate and style oflearning. Young children are not miniature adults. They will learn only 
that which they are developmentally ready to acquire. The experiences and activities must 
be meaningful to the students and feature integrated subject matter that focuses on 
experiential learning and higher-order thinking. 
As a kindergarten teacher, 1 strongly support a developmentally appropriate, child-
centered classroom. The job is never finished. Therefore, the children learn to be 
independent and self-motivated, to follow directions, to explore, to inquire, and to 
discover. This setting may be the only positive, constructive, and supportive setting for 
some. Developmentally appropriate practices prevent the impairment of students by 
nurturing their natural mode of learning. When children acquire knowledge, learn skills, 
and develop positive attitudes toward learning, they experience success. 
It's My Time 
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The time was Christmas in the home of my parents. All of my sisters and my one 
handsome brother had descended on my parents with their children to celebrate the 
holiday. We were excited to watch our children enjoy the many delicious foods prepared 
by my mom. Even now, after more than thirty years, I wonder how my mom did such a 
wonderful job taking care of all of us since she was blind and had never seen us. 
Mother was a woman of very few words. Each word was carefully placed in 
greetings of love and happiness or precise instructions. She would tell us what to do, 
check to see how well the chore was done, and reward or punish accordingly. The 
punishment would consist of telling Daddy, and none ofus wanted that. 
I loved visiting my mother. Even the oldest was greeted with a hug and "How is 
my baby?" Just seeing her salt-and-pepper hair lifted spirits, and her warm words kindled 
the heart. I always left Mom with a positive feeling. 
Giving was a way oflife, especially at Christmas. Mother made sure everyone had 
a gift. One of my sisters would drive her to various stores to purchase something special 
for each family member and friends who might drop by to say hello. 
On this particular Christmas, the little boys and girls were dressed as cowboys and 
cowgirls with cap guns, boots, and hats. The weather was not cold. Very seldom does 
Alabama have snow at Christmas. The conversations went from the den to the front 
porch. Daddy and three of the grandchildren piled into the swing with me. The swing fell. 
We all laughed and Daddy said, "That's what family is all about, when one hurts, we all 
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hurt." What a wonderful blessing to have been born into a family with so much love and 
togetherness. 
Now that my mother is in Heaven, we are still getting together at Christmas. H's 
Christmas Eve Breakfast with caroling, poetry, and gifts. Daddy, Santa, and I are the first 
to arrive. The food is not the same, but the love Mother nurtured over the years is still 
strong. 
The responsibility is mine now. [ don't take it lightly. My nineteen grandchildren 
are my excuse to start Christmas shopping the day after Christmas so that [ can find the 
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In the distance 
a hawk perches on a telephone pole. 
I add him to the total. 
If I count enough of them, will you be well? 
I distract myself by counting. Seven now. 
Seven. 
Our car crosses the countryside, moving toward 
the city where you lie in hospital. 
Once, on another trip, 
I counted hawks. 
I was seven 
or thereabouts, 
begging explanations. 
Why aren't the hawks in trees, Daddy? 
The hawks, you said, are hunters. 
Predators, you said, and daring. 
When travellers' discards lure mice 
to scavenge the road's edges, 
hawks follow, wait, strike. 
man mouse hawk man 
At seven, 
I could understand 
that pattern. 
Life and death--nature's cycle 
I had studied it in school. 
At twenty-seven, 
I count the hawks in fear, 
needing explanation. 
I dread the news I'll hear 
when I reach you, 
see you 
dying, 
dying in this cycle 





Writing Your Way to Professional Achievement 
''If you don't know where you're 1soin1s, you'll prohably wind 11p somewhere else." 
Yogi Berra 
As teachers, we need to know not only where we and our students are going in the 
classroom, but also where we are going as professionals. Despite our efforts in planning 
for our students' development, most of us do not plan as carefully for our own 
development as learners and practitioners of the craft of teaching. Even though we 
participate in professional activities, we are often passive, rather than active, in this 
participation. And, if passive, we may not achieve our best. Only by clarifying our 
definition of professionalism, setting goals, choosing strategies to achieve t.hese goals, and 
evaluating our progress can we be sure that we "wind up" where we want to be as 
teachers. 
Defining Professionalism 
Before thinking of our professional goals, we need to think about and clarify our 
personal definitions of professionalism and professional development. A clustering 
activity is a good place to begin, using the word professionalism. Using the words 




Most of us probably think of words related to attitude and character, such as 
compassion, patience, fairness; to knowledge, both of our subjects and our students; to 
classroom performance, including variety, creativity, innovation in teaching approaches; 
and to growth, such as attending workshops, seeking advanced degrees or training, 
presenting, publishing. 
Our next question must be self-evaluative as we examine and evaluate where we 
are professionally right now. What are our strengths and weaknesses? Using a listing 
activity, we can quickly get a sense of who we are now professionally. Let's spend 3 
minutes on each topic. 















After thinking about professionalism, we need to consider how we can nurture and 
enhance our own professionalism; in other words, we must focus on professional 
development. This is where setting goals has terrific impact for us as teachers. 
In See You at the Top, Zig Ziglar states that "unless you have definite, precise, 
clearly set goals, you are not going to realize the maximum potential that lies within you" 
( 147). Ziglar also points out that fewer than 3% of Americans write down their goals 
( 148). With this in mind, we can see immediately a way to focus on our goals--by 
writing. As we write and reflect, establishing goals for ourselves becomes even more 
powerful. 
Looking over our lists of strengths and weaknesses, we may already be thinking of 







As we examine our lists, we probably see some goals which can be reached quickly 













Now that we have written down some specific goals, we need methods to achieve 
these. Here are some strategies that might help. 
I. Expand knowledge by professional reading. Staying current with what is being 
written in the field of composition and literature instruction can be both a great 
source for finding new ideas and an inspiration for them. We can turn a familiar 
classroom technique--the reading list--to our advantage here, by keeping a list of 
books read and books to read. Also, starting our own professional bookshelves, 
beginning with those college texts and moving onward, not only allows us the leisure 
to return to favorite books, but also gives us a chance to "talk back" to our own 
personal copies of books as we read and makes notes or underline. Another great 
source of ideas, professional journals. should be included in our "to read" list each 
month. 
2. Write! Once out of college classes, we tend to neglect our writing, forgetting that 
teachers of writing should write. Overwhelmed by the flood of class preparations 
and drowning in papers to grade, we often stop our own writing and even our own 
reading, letting our literacy decline. One strategy, keeping a notebook or journal, 
can be helpful in keeping us active as writers. Taking just minutes a day to record 
our thoughts about our teaching or our lives can keep us active as writers. We 
should remember, too, that professional writers tell us to be selfish about our writing 
time, saving time every day for writing. Professionals also advise finding trusted 
readers to react to our writing in all its stages. Once again. our classroom 
techniques provide an answer for us as professionals: forming a writing group with 
teaching colleagues or friends can provide us with the same valuable support for our 
writing that collaborative groups provide our students. 
3. Develop new areas of competence, lfwe continue our professional reading and 
writing, we will certainly be developing new areas of competence. But we might 
also think of more formal methods. Attending workshops on teaching, participating 
in Summer Institutes of Writing Projects or other summer programs for teachers, 
and pursuing coursework toward an advanced degree may be appropriate. 
Applying for grants for personal study or for classroom programs can expand our 
horizons. Many businesses now offer grant programs, on local, state and national 
levels, for interested teachers. Another possibility is the pursuit of National Board 
Certification. Information on this program is available from the National Board for 
Professional Teaching Standards (313) 259-0830. Many teachers are involved as 
well in the Standards for the English Language Arts project, which attempts to 
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define what the work of the English classroom is and should be. Information on this 
project is available from (217) 328-0977. 
4. Become active members of professional organizations. Belonging to professional 
organizations can keep us connected to teachers across our state, region, and nation. 
One of the strongest groups in our field, the National Council of Teachers of 
English, serves teachers of English and language arts, kindergarten through college. 
NCTE provides journals, conferences, professional development workshops and 
institutes, and committees for members. The yearly membership fee, $40, includes 
subscription to a grade-level appropriate journal, a newsletter, and reduced costs for 
conferences and books. Calling (217) 328-0977 can bring additional information 
and membership forms. 
Each state has an affiliate organization ofNCTE which provides teachers an almost 
instant opportunity to get involved in projects of professional interest. In Alabama, 
the Alabama Council of Teachers of English provides teachers professional 
opportunities, including journal, newsletters, and a fall conference. Dues are $15 
yearly; membership forms are available from Gloria Horton at (205) 782-5409. 
Other worthy organizations, such as the International Reading Association and its 
state affiliate, the Alabama Reading Association, need members as well. 
Of course, becoming a member is easy; it's being an active member, though, that 
really benefits us and our students. We need to attend meetings, serve on 
committees, and help with projects and task forces, and even consider becoming an 
officer in the organizations we choose to join. 
5. Share ideas with other teachers. The value of "teacher talk" cannot be overrated. 
Sharing ideas informally comes naturally to us; we talk about our teaching between 
classes, in the lounge, and within department meetings. Even better is forming a 
group to meet specifically to talk about teaching. More and more, teachers are 
turning as well to on-line conversations via the Internet. 
But in developing professionally, we need to look beyond informal talking about our 
successes and failures as teachers; we also need to consider sharing our ideas by 
presenting workshops and writing for publications. 
There are many opportunities for teachers who want to share ideas in workshops 
and presentations, including local school system workshops, in-service center 
workshops, and the conferences of professional organizations. When we have ideas 
that we believe other teachers would enjoy, we should begin thinking in terms of a 
presentation. Some good habits to develop include keeping folders or notebooks for 
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such ideas, where lesson plans, student samples, and transparencies can be kept for 
quick access. 
Writing for publication of articles or tips on teaching provides another terrific means 
for sharing our ideas. Although getting published, especially in national journals, can 
be difficult, many smaller state and regional journals and newsletters need 
submissions. As Donald Murray advises, we should start at the top by sending our 
articles to the best journals; but if rejected, we should not give up on publishing. 
Instead, we should submit elsewhere. Here are some tips for getting published: 
► read several issues of the journal before submission to become familiar 
with the style and types of articles published. 
► edit with care. 
• include SASE envelope for return of manuscripts. 
• submit the article to only one journal at a time. 
After examining these strategies, we can make a list of the specific ones that will help 
us meet the short- and long-terms goals set earlier. 
Short-term 
Goal Strategy or strategies 
Long-term 
Goal Strategy or strategies 
Evaluating Our Progress 
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As we work to develop professionally, we periodically need to review our progress 
in reaching the goals we set for ourselves. Once again, we can draw from a familiar 
classroom practice--the portfolio--to help us. Just as portfolios help us measure our 
students' development across time, so can they enable us to assess our own development 
in areas of teaching, professional service, and learning. 
Our portfolios can take many forms--a folder, a notebook. a file system, a drawer, 
a tote bag, a box, or a suitcase. We just need a place to keep evidence of our teaching 
lives. What goes in the portfolio is an individual decision, but some basics might include 
these: 
► copies of academic records 
► teaching certificate 
► a resume or vita 
► a list of year-by-year activities 
► copies of workshops 
► copies of articles 
► an up-to-date written plan for development 
At its best, though, a portfolio must be more than a container; it must also be a 
device for reflection on accomplishments. From time to time, like our students, we need 
to reflect in writing on how we are doing, recording our achievements and revising our 
goals. 
• • • 
If we can take control of the development of our own professionalism, we will see 
many benefits. We will certainly have a better sense of our students' developing literacy as 
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we work on our own, we will have a feeling of accomplishment that leads to confidence 
and a desire to do more, and we will realize a sense of control and competence. Setting 




Banks, James A. An !ntroductio11 to Multicultural Educat/011. Needham Heights: Allyn 
and Bacon, 1994. 
James Banks states that awareness of the enormous demographic changes which 
are occurring in our nation is essential for every teacher to gain an understanding of the 
culturally diverse classroom. In easy-to-understand prose, Banks addresses the arguments 
for and against multicultural education. Every teacher should read this book to get a 
balanced view of multicultural education. 
Wade Webster 
Bredekamp, Sue, ed. Developmentally Appropriate Practices in Early Childhood 
Programs. Washington, D.C.: National Association for the Education of Young 
Children, 1989. 
This is a guidebook for anyone interested in teaching children from birth to age 
eight. The guidelines are based on principles of human development and explain what to 
expect at each age level. This would be especially helpful for a beginning teacher or an 
experienced teacher. Materials drawn from this book are particularly helpful when 
conferencing with parents. The curriculum guidelines are a must for any school system 
planning programs for young children. At the end of each chapter is an extensive 
bibliography that is especially helpful for those who are doing research or want to study a 
specific area concerning children. This is a must-read for anyone who cares about 
children. At the risk of sounding trite, it is the Bible for Early Childhood students. 
Becky McKay 
Byham, William C. Zapp! in Educatio11. New York: Development Dimensions 
International, Inc., 1992. 
Based on the book Zapp! The Lightning of Empowermelll, this fictitious book 
discusses ways to motivate all school personnel. Since it is written in the form of a fable, 
the suggestions are presented in a non-threatening but attention-getting way. It is filled 
with recommendations that are sure to get the "lightning" back into the school. I 




Clark, Carol Lea. A Student's Guide To the Internet. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 
1996. 
Clark presents simple, clear explanations to serve as a handbook for those just 
beginning to explore the Internet. The book contains three parts: introduction, 
communicating with others, and searching for information. Part one answers general 
questions about the Internet and discusses connections. Part two presents discussions on 
electronic mail, LISTSERV (Internet Discussion Groups), USENET newsgroups, and 
real-time communications (TALK, CHAT, IRC, and MUDs). Part three explains the 
World Wide Web, including discussions of browsers and search engines; file transfer 
protocol (FTP); Telnet; and WAIS. The use of sample computer screens along with text 
discussions is helpful. A final chapter offers hints for the Internet. An appendix includes 
citations oflnternet sources, a glossary, and sources of additional information. This book 
is loaded with handy information, yet is not overwhelming. 
Deborah Prickett 
Clay, Marie. What did I write? Portsmouth: Heinemann, 1988. 
The interdependence between reading and writing words is stressed by the author. 
The teacher must provide meaningful opportunities for students to write or dictate their 
ideas, stories, and experiences. Reading will take place as early learners understand that 
print talks. Additionally, students learn to form letters and build memories of common 
words they construct out of those letters. Then students use those words to write 
messages, increase the number and range of sentences, and become flexible in the use of 
sentences. The above skills encourage discipline in the expression of ideas within the 
spelling and punctuation conventions of English. This is a great resource for Early 
Childhood teachers. 
Louise White 
Edelstein, Scott. Surviving Freshman Composition. Secaucus, NJ: Lyle Stuart Inc., 
1988. 
The reader will find this book divided into three major sections that will help with 
writing assignments required in most college composition classes. Many helpful hints are 
shared with the writing student concerning rewriting and editing papers. The message 
continually addressed in chapter six deals with the use of different drafts to polish the 
writer's finished paper. Some of the explained and discussed proofreading techniques will 
help students revise and then write new drafts. Rereading a paper is important from the 
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standpoint that the writer will make a much better grade by adapting the proofreading and 
rereading techniques. The second section is divided into three chapters that discuss the 
writing instructor and writing course requirements. Information within chapter eleven 
explains how to find a good teacher. Finally, the third section deals with writing problems 
as well as definitions of common terms used in writing. Edelstein writes in a down-to-
earth style and the no-nonsense guide for passing Freshman Composition is very easy to 
follow. ( 155) 
Ann R. Bryant 
Koch, Carl, and James M. Brazil. Strategies/or Teaching the Composition Process. 
Urbana: National Council of Teachers of English, 1978. 
This is a great book filled with motivational classroom writing exercises to do in 
the classroom involving group work. There are exercises for every step of the writing 
process from prewriting through editing. Emphasis is on student interaction with teacher 
and other students. It contains good ideas to help students learn and understand the 
writing process. 
Susan Allred 
Romano, Tom. Writing with Passion. Portsmith: Heinemann, 1995. 
Tom Romano believes that talented writing and successful teaching require 
passion. Romano discusses his passion for writing and teaching by illustrating many 
examples of his innovative teaching techniques that he uses in his own classroom. He 
offers many examples of creative teaching methods that successfully integrate writing such 
as the multi-genre research paper, reader response groups, and collage/montage 
assignments. 
Leslie Pitchford Hodges 
Simons, Elizabeth Radin. Student Worlds Student Words: Teaching Writing Through 
Folklore. Portsmouth: Boynton and Cook, 1990. 
This is an excellent book that demonstrates the use of modern folklore as a vehicle 
for teaching the writing process. Elizabeth Simons provides several background chapters 
on folklore with the remaining chapters centered on specific types of lore. Each chapter 
may be used as a complement to a writing unit, or the book may be used as a guide for a 
full semester unit of folklore. 
William Oberholtzer 
Stillman, Peter. Writing Your Way. Portsmouth: Heinemann, 1994. 
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Recently while carving a watermelon, I told my four-year-old granddaughter how 
much I enjoy the smell of this summertime treat, whereupon she stepped back, looked at 
the watermelon and exclaimed, "Not me, Nana. I like the way they're painted." Where do 
these original childhood expressions go? What happens to the spontaneity of their 
language? Stillman's book recaptures the childhood magic ofwiiting. I liked his 
unorthodox organization of the book. The chapters aren't in any particular order; students 
don't "master" anything before moving on to subsequent chapters. I especially enjoyed the 
"Cookieology" (researching) and "I'm Fine, How Are You?" (letter writing) chapters. Mr. 
Stillman feels so confident about his letter writing chapter that he offers a guarantee with 
it. His avid support of journals made me run home and write in mine. This author is an 
English teacher who has realized that young people have something to say if given the 
motivation and opportunity. His activity-oriented book has certainly motivated me--so 
much that I plan to obtain a copy for myself--a true "must read." 
Dondra Casey 
Tredway, Lynda. "Socratic Seminars: Engaging Students in Intellectual Discourse." 
Educational Leadership. 53 (September I, I 995): 26. Electric library. 
Internet. July 7, 1996. 
The best way to get students to learn is to involve them intellectually and 
emotionally. One way to do this is to provide a literature-based program in which 
Socratic Seminars are used regularly. By providing students with literature, usually two 
pieces, students are engaged in a discussion in which a horizon of possibilities can be 
examined. Critical thinking skills are at the forefront of this method; teachers are to 
facilitate discussion by asking questions that cannot provide concrete, correct answers. 
Literary understanding is an essential skill that students will use outside the classroom, and 
research supports the use of literature in conjunction with writing to increase the critical 
thinking skills of students. When students are involved in their learning, the level of 
achievement is improved drastically. 
Kathrin Hand 
